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Abstrat
Aurate linguisti annotation is a ore requirement of natural language pro-
essing systems. The demand for auray in the fae of rapid prototyping onstraints
and numerous target languages has led to the employment of mahine learning meth-
ods for developing linguisti annotation systems.
The popularity of applying mahine learning methods to omputational lin-
guistis problems has given rise to a large supply of trainable natural language pro-
essing systems. Most problems of interest have an array of o-the-shelf produts
or downloadable ode implementing solutions using various tehniques. In situations
where these solutions are developed independently, it is observed that their errors tend
to be independently distributed. In this thesis we disuss approahes for apitalizing
on this situation in a sample problem domain, Penn Treebank-style parsing.
The mahine learning ommunity provides us with tehniques for ombining
outputs of lassiers, but parser output is more strutured and interdependent than
lassiations. To overome this, two novel strategies for ombining parsers are used:
learning to ontrol a swith between parsers and onstruting a hybrid parse from
multiple parsers' outputs. In this thesis we give supervised and unsupervised teh-
niques for eah of these strategies as well as performane and robustness results from
evaluation of the tehniques.
One shortoming of ombining o-the-shelf parsers is that the parsers are
not developed with the intention to perform well on omplementary data or to om-
pensate for eah others' weaknesses. The individual parsers are globally optimized.
We present two tehniques for produing an ensemble of parsers in suh a way that
their outputs an be onstrutively ombined. All of the ensemble members will be
ii
reated using the same underlying parser indution algorithm, and the method for
produing omplementary parsers is only loosely oupled to that algorithm.
Advisor: Eri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David Yarowsky
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Chapter 1
Corpus-based Natural Language
Proessing
Computers do not understand human languages. They an store and searh in-
stanes of linguisti data, as long as the searh keys are patterns whih are very simple and
similar to the data. In this respet, though, they are no more than advaned books or tape
reorders. The massive quantity of human knowledge an be preserved in this way, but not
extended. It an be inspeted, but not summarized.
The aelerating growth of the quantity of knowledge possessed by the human rae
has been of onern for more than half a entury [19℄. The onern has been whether our
arhival media an keep pae with that rate of growth. At this point, however, it appears
that the problem is understood and solvable with urrent tools. The World Wide Web has
quikly beome the de fato repository for knowledge.
A problem of equal onern has been looming over the horizon, and did not require
our attention until its predeessor was solved. At some point in our future the temporally
nite nature of human life will restrit what inferenes an be made from the wealth of
knowledge. The time will ome when adding a piee of sienti knowledge via dedution
or experimentation will require more examination of the repository of knowledge, and more
time spent in dedution and experimentation than a single human has the ability to give.
Whether humans an develop a soial system for passing inomplete dedutions for
others to ontinue is an open question. At this point it seems plausible that every dedution
that has been made an be attributed to some individual.
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We have just presented two motivating reasons for produing systems that are able
to understand human languages, in the guise of a single reason. To larify:
• Computers that understand language an better searh through and summarize the
existing wealth of human knowledge.
• Artifats with the ability to inferene about onepts expressible in human languages
an be given arbitrarily long lifetimes. They will be able to make additions to the
repository of human knowledge without restrition. In the near term, they will be
able to double-hek the repository for onsisteny, validate new sienti laims, and
suggest lines of researh that have not yet been explored.
The problem of reasoning about natural language onepts is far beyond the sope
of a thesis. The CYC projet attempted to solve this problem in only eleven years starting
in 1984, and they ontinue to work on it today [63℄. The omputational linguistis and
natural language proessing ommunity is attempting to move toward the solution to this
problem by modeling progressively more omplex linguisti phenomena. The high-level goal
is to produe a model that an infer underlying semantis given only surfae realizations,
the observable piees of a language.
There are many tehniques that have been used to build these models. Many
people (probably every budding omputer sientist) have tried to build these systems by
hand using introspetion as their guide. Repeated experimentation has shown us that with
a few outstanding exeptions the resulting systems suer from at least one of three dierent
maladies. They either over too little of the phenomena present in the real world, are opaque
enough to require human intervention for interpretation, or are trivially inadequate for use
in real world tasks. There are two simple possible reasons for this: people are unable to
inspet the internal workings of their language mahinery, or they are bad at generalizing
or expressing their knowledge in a way that ensures they an over novel events that make
up many ases in natural language.
In this thesis one of our main goals is to provide a better tehnique for reating
natural language proessing systems that outperform independently developed state of the
art systems. In this hapter will disuss experimental tehniques, dene some terms, and
reet upon the urrent state of the art for natural language proessing system development.
2
1.1 Data-driven Language Aquisition
Natural language proessing started out as people building proessing systems
ompletely manually. That approah proved too diult, or too ost-intensive for repeated
appliation to other languages, as well as for modeling hanges in a single language. The
speed of modern omputers allows more of the burden of system reation to be plaed on
a mahine. Reently, and inspired by suessful mahine learning systems, there has been
a movement to reate more natural language proessing systems using indutive tehniques
from the mahine learning ommunity.
Data-driven approahes to natural language proessing require a strit experimen-
tal setup. One of the reasons for this is that mahines, unlike humans, are very good at
memorizing phenomena. Iteratively working on an algorithm using a single set of data for
both learning and evaluation an result in a language proessing system that has memorized
many of the spei features of that partiular set. The system is then useless for working
with language found outside of that set. To avoid this problem, experimenters partition
their data into a training set and a test set before beginning any experiments. The training
set is used for developing a system, and the test set for evaluating it. Furthermore, to avoid
a direted searh on the test set, a further partitioning of the training set is often used for
evaluation during system development.
1.1.1 Supervised v. Unsupervised
Most data-driven indution algorithms presented by the mahine learning ommu-
nity are supervised tehniques. They are given a set of training data to study that is labelled
both with inputs the resulting system is expeted to handle and the orret lassiation or
strutural annotation assoiated with those inputs.
In ontrast to the supervised learning algorithms, there exist indution tehniques
that are ompletely unsupervised. They utilize data to arrive at their preditions, but they
are not given the orret annotations of what they are to predit for a orpus. Often, they are
not given any annotation for the predited phenomenon. Instead, they attempt to disover
the orret hidden struture by utilizing priniples and beliefs about the general nature of
language. Examples of these algorithms inlude the many variants of the EM algorithm
inluding Baum-Welh [6℄ and PCFG indution [62℄; there is also an unsupervised version
of Brill's part of speeh tagger [16℄. The Baum-Welh algorithm has been very suessful in
3
speeh reognition.
Reently there has been a great deal of interest in the development of unsupervised
systems beause of their ost-eetiveness. Few people argue that unsupervised methods an
surpass supervised methods when the orpora are the same, but when the ost of annotating
data is very expensive relative to omputing power (as it is now), the potential savings an
outweigh the performane hit. This is espeially true in ases where there is an abundane
of unannotated data, the referene orpus is noisy, or the task is only vaguely dened.
The reent ACL Workshop on Unsupervised Learning in Natural Language Proessing was
organized around this topi [60℄.
It is important to realize that unsupervised methods are still data-driven, even
though they are not looking at annotated data. They indue some model using training data
and some intuition on the part of the experimenter about the nature of the phenomenon
they are addressing, and they evaluate against the annotations of a test set that are not
seen during training.
In this thesis we will be presenting both supervised and unsupervised algorithms
for some of the tasks we address.
Partially Unsupervised
Many algorithms utilize both a small amount of labelled data and a large amount
of data that has no assoiated annotation. These algorithms are alled partially unsupervised
beause only the small amount of data that is labelled provides supervision for a learner.
The rest of the data helps the learner haraterize the nature of the unlabelled input it is
expeted to proess.
Some suessful examples of partially unsupervised algorithms for natural language
proessing inlude Pereira and Shabes's tehnique for grammar indution from a partially-
braketed orpus [79℄, Yarowsky's tehnique for word sense disambiguation [102℄, Engelson
and Dagan's [37℄ as well as Brill's [16℄ tehniques for part of speeh tagging, and David
Lewis's text ategorization tehnique [64℄.
Pereira and Shabes extended the PCFG indution tehnique of Baker [3℄ to utilize
data that had been annotated by a human. They results are inonlusive on real world data,
but the tehnique is interesting, and they show both theoretially and by simulation on an
artiial task that it is sound.
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The suess of Yarowsky's algorithm has been reently explained by Blum and
Mithell [8℄ who give a general tehnique for using unlabelled data together with labelled
data in a bath-style proessing fashion. The main requirement for this tehnique to work
is the existene of separate views of the data, eah of whih is suient for prediting the
phenomenon in question. Collins and Singer give more evidene of this tehnique's value by
applying it with suess to named entity lassiation [31℄.
Engelson and Dagan's and David Lewis's algorithms are very similar and both
trae their roots bak to the Cohn et al. algorithm for ative learning [26℄. This tehnique
diers from Yarowsky's in that it requires interative annotation. The labeller (a human
or automated data olletion system) is told whih samples to annotate by the mahine
learning algorithm. Generally, the labeler is asked to annotate those samples about whih
the mahine is least ondent in its urrent predition. This interation between person and
mahine is known as a mixed-initiative approah to annotation [32℄.
Charniak's parser has been tested in a partially unsupervised method in the most
straightforward example of the onept [23℄. After developing a parser in a supervised
manner, he parsed 40 million words of previously unparsed text and re-estimated his pa-
rameters using the result as a training orpus. This is reminisent of the general expetation-
maximization tehnique, and gave him a slight, but signiant improvement in auray on a
separate test set. Golding and Roth performed a similar study for ontext-sensitive spelling
orretion [44℄. They showed that, onsistent with intuition, the extra data these tehniques
exploit allows them to dominate the performane of supervised training alone.
1.1.2 Parametri v. Non-parametri
Parametri tehniques require the setting of parameters based on intuition or data.
All statistial approahes to natural language proessing are parametri. They use the
statistis they ollet from orpora to set parameters in their models.
In ontrast, non-parametri tehniques satisfy onstraints on the data or solve some
optimization based on input from problem instane only. They do not have parameters that
are learned or set by humans. Purely non-parametri tehniques are rare. This is not a
division between symboli and probabilisti systems, as the parameters in many symboli
systems are hidden in the struture of the symboli system. There is typially a hierarhy of
rules involved in the system, and we an view the hierarhy as a set of parameters that are
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learned. Also, the partiular rules that are hosen to partiipate in the system are hosen as
nonzero parameter values from the set of all possible rules. In short, the dierene is that
non-parametri tehniques do not require any training data.
A good example of a non-parametri algorithm is Hobbs's algorithm for anaphora
resolution [57, 58℄. Although it leaves the analyti proedure for omparing person, num-
ber, and gender unspeied, it operates entirely on the input parse trees aside from those
requirements, soliiting no knowledge from a training orpus.
Non-parametri tehniques rarely perform as well as parametri tehniques, be-
ause natural language is idiosynrati. For most tasks, there are onepts that require
inspetion of real data in order to be observed and learned.
In this work we will desribe non-parametri algorithms for swithing between
parsers. Some of the algorithms given are ompetitive with their parametri ounterparts.
1.1.3 Corpora
There is a wealth of orpora available for automated learning systems in natural
language proessing, and more orpora beome available eah year. Some of the more rihly
annotated soures of text inlude are desribed below.
• The Brown Corpus [39℄ is a olletion of various genres and soures of written text
inluding tion and non-tion suh as news stories. The text is annotated with part
of speeh tags.
• The University of Pennsylvania's Wall Street Journal Treebank (version II) [71℄ is a
olletion of several orpora. Three years of the Wall Street Journal, about 1 million
words of text, is annotated with part of speeh tags as well as phrase braketing
struture. Another 40 million words are annotated with part of speeh information,
but no parse trees.
• The SUSANNE Corpus [87℄ was the side-eet of a projet aimed at standardizing
annotation shemes and produing an annotation sheme apable of ompletely de-
sribing linguisti phenomena found in text. It ontains high-quality phrase braketing
information and more for a 130,000-word subset of the Brown Corpus.
• The British National Corpus looks like a promising soure of annotated data. It is
the result of a reent orpus olletion program that was ompleted in 1996. As suh,
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it may be the orpus that ontains the most reent English douments. It does not
ontain phrase annotations, but its 100 million words are eah tagged with a part of
speeh tag hosen from 61 ategories. Most of the tagging was automated, however,
so its utility for mahine language learning may be a bit suspet. We annot say more
about this orpus, beause it is urrently unavailable outside of the EU.
• The Prague Dependeny Treebank [51℄ is about 500,000 words in size. Czeh is rep-
resentative of many Slavi languages in that there is onsiderable liberties in word
ordering allowed. The orpus is annotated in dependeny style, with links from words
to the heads of the syntati onstrutions that dominate them. The morphologial
tagging for Czeh is very rih when ompared to English, and the treebank is fully
annotated in this respet as well.
• It is to be expeted that the tehnologial advanes that depended on the various
English treebank projets will be desired in many non-English-speaking ountries.
Treebank projets are starting to spring up in many ountries. Among many, there
is a German orpus of newspaper artiles underway [10℄, and plans for a orpus of
Turkish [77℄.
In this work we desribe experiments performed on the Penn Treebank.
1.1.4 Tasks of Interest
There are many tasks that the natural language proessing ommunity has identi-
ed as interesting, and potentially addressable using data-driven approahes. Here are some
of them, listed in an approximate order of inreasing omplexity.
• Part of speeh tagging
One of the most straightforward tasks, part of speeh tagging involves giving the part
of speeh tag for eah word. For example, if the sentene
She ate the juiy apple.
is an input, the orresponding output is
She/pronoun ate/verb the/determiner juiy/adjetive apple/noun.
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There is not omplete agreement on what the set of possible tags should be. Many
natural language proessing problems an be theoretially redued to this one
1
, so
algorithms for automatially reating part of speeh taggers are valuable. Also, many
tasks that produe higher order linguisti annotation rely on a good part of speeh
tagger as a omponent system. Collins's parser, for example, requires part of speeh
tags from Ratnaparkhi's MXPOST program.
Currently, English POS tagging an be performed with an auray equal to tagging
97% of the words orretly [14, 83, 96, 18℄.
• Word sense disambiguation
The sentene
He drew a line on a piee of paper while he stood in line for the movie.
demonstrates word sense ambiguity. The two instanes of the word line have dier-
ent meanings, and those senses are immediately evident to the human reader. Some
diulty remains in the pratial evaluation of WSD systems. Typially a small set of
words are seleted for annotation, and a partitioning of their senses is agreed upon by
a ommittee. Instanes of those words in a large orpus are annotated, and systems
are ompared on their performane on those words. The limited set of words and the
arbitrary partitioning of senses is of onern to some [100℄, but it led to rapid progress
on the task [102℄.
• Parsing
Parsing involves marking a sentene with its phrase struture. We treat it in more
detail in Setion 1.2.
• Anaphora Resolution
Determining whih noun phrase a partiular pronoun refers to is part of the anaphora
resolution problem. The best anaphora resolution algorithms rely on parse trees as
their input. That dependeny and the lak of available automated parsing systems that
ahieve high auray has hindered some progress in solving this task. Most groups
working on the problem have annotated proprietary data, or developed proprietary
1
For an exellent example of this, see Ramshaw's formulation of noun phrase braketing as a tagging
problem [82℄.
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unsupervised algorithms for the task. A reent attempt to bring the task to a more
quantitatively omparable state suggests that anaphora resolution an be performed
with an auray of approximately 70-70% [95℄.
• Coreferene
One anaphora problems have been solved, the question of whih noun phrases in a
doument are talking about the same real world objet arises. This is the oreferene
task, nding whih set of phrases all refer to the same real-world (aside from the dou-
ment) onept or entity. In a ivil war doument it may be neessary to determine that
Linoln, Abraham Linoln, President Linoln and The President are all referring
to the same person, who is not the same as Linoln, Nebraska (if it had existed at
the time). There are ambiguity problems here as well. Consider Linoln's Address:
there are instanes in whih it refers to a speeh that he gave, and others in whih it
refers to the plae that he lived. Various approahes to this task have been addressed
in the Message Understanding Conferenes (MUCs), with MUC-6 being the rst time
it was evaluated as a separate task [33℄.
• Mahine Translation
The goal of mahine translation is to produe a doument in language B that pre-
serves the meaning of a given doument in language A. Mahine translation is diult
to evaluate in an empirial setting beause there are no agreed upon best or even
anonial translations for most sentenes. While there are many translation systems
in irulation, a few of the more reent and prominent ones that use parse trees are
starting to develop formal evaluation tehniques [40, 56, 99℄.
Although there are many available translation systems for translating between Western
languages, those systems do not perform well on spontaneous speeh, nor do they oer
muh insight into how to perform MT between Chinese and English, for example. The
best available systems were reated manually, and rely on the relatively similar word
order of the languages they address as well as high availability of ognates.
These are just some of the tasks that are being atively pursued by researhers.
This is a eld littered with a wide variety of problems and tasks.
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1.2 Parsing
In this thesis we will be fousing on parsing. Parsing is the task of delimiting
phrases of a sentene and desribing the relations between them. The parser is given an
unmarked sentene and it is required to perform these annotations. The task is a ruial
step in the hain that haraterizes linguisti phenomena. It orresponds to determining the
syntati struture of a sentene.
The partiular form of parsing we will be working on is the type represented in the
Penn Treebank. In their annotation, whih is an amalgam of many grammatial formalisms,
properly nested setions of text are delimited by brakets and identied by labels. Beause
they are properly nested, the braketings an be viewed as representing a projetive parse
tree over the sentene, where there is a unique path from eah word to the root of the tree.
Part of speeh tags are the preterminal nodes in this tree, and every word has a part of
speeh tag assoiated with it. In parser evaluations, part of speeh tagging is treated as
a separate task, so those nodes are treated dierently from the rest of the tree (generally
ignored).
The purpose of parsing is to remove as muh ambiguity in a sentene that an be
determined by syntax as possible. For example, the sentene
She saw the boy on the hill with binoulars.
should be interpreted dierently in dierent ontexts. The representation of the partiular
interpretation intended is available in the parse tree. We will explain this with an example
in Penn Treebank form.
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SNP
N
She
VP
V
saw
NP
NP
Det
the
N
boy
PP
P
on
NP
Det
the
N
hill
PP
P
with
NP
N
binoulars
(1.1)
In Parse 1.1 the girl has the binoulars and the boy is on the hill. Sine with
binoulars is not underneath the verb phrase, it is modifying the verb phrase and telling
us how the girl did the seeing.
S
NP
N
She
VP
V
saw
NP
NP
Det
the
N
boy
PP
P
on
NP
Det
the
N
hill
PP
P
with
NP
N
binoulars
(1.2)
In Parse 1.2 the boy is on the hill and has the binoulars. The prepositional phrase
with binoulars has moved inside of the verb phrase to desribe the boy.
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SNP
She
VP
V
saw
NP
Det
the
N
boy
PP
P
on
NP
Det
the
N
hill
PP
P
with
NP
N
binoulars
(1.3)
In Parse 1.3 the girl is on the hill and has the binoulars. Both of the prepositional
phrases have moved out of the noun phrase that desribes the boy. This interpretation shows
one of the idiosynrasies of the Penn Treebank:
S
NP
She
VP
V
saw
NP
Det
the
N
boy
PP
P
on
NP
NP
Det
the
N
hill
PP
P
with
NP
N
binoulars
(1.4)
Finally, in the somewhat absurd Parse 1.4, the hill has the binoulars. This example
shows that there are parse trees that an be interpreted, but whih are unreasonable. The
reason we disagree with that parse is that we do not think hills an have binoulars. That
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is a semanti, not syntati onstraint.
Choosing between these potential interpretations for the sentene is the task of the
parser.
As a tehnial note, even though we have removed the puntuation, these omplete
trees are still burdensome to read. To remedy this, we an abbreviate them as seen below.
We have removed the preterminals (part-of-speeh tags) and ollapsed some of the phrases
denoted by triangles. Parse 1.5 is an abbreviated version of Parse 1.1 and Parse 1.6 is the
abbreviation of Parse 1.2. The bottom-most onstituent in Parse 1.2 is now ambiguous
(the hill ould ome equipped with binoulars), but when we make the abbreviation in this
manner the ambiguity we overshadow will not be the one we are trying to highlight.
S
NP
She
VP
saw NP
the boy on the hill
PP
with binoulars
(1.5)
S
NP
She
VP
saw NP
the boy on the hill with binoulars
(1.6)
1.2.1 Parsing Tehnology
There is a long line of researh in parsing. We will fous on the work that was
designed speially for the natural language proessing task.
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The earliest work on orpus-based automati parser indution dates to Blak et al.
[7℄ who desribe the metris that are still used for measuring parser performane. Around
the same time, Pereira and Shabes produed some experimental results on PCFG-style
parser indution [79℄.
Early work on parsing using the Penn Treebank was done by Magerman [68℄, Brill
[15℄, and Collins [27℄. Magerman's system ontrolled a left-to-right parser using a deision
tree. Brill's system used automatially-learned rules for transforming initially poor parse
trees into better ones. Vilain and Day [97℄ produed a faster version of the transformation-
based parser. Collins's work was one of the rst suessful PCFG head-passing grammar-
based systems for this task.
More reently, Ratnaparkhi [84℄, Charniak [23℄, and Collins [28℄ have eah inde-
pendently developed statistial parsers using the same training and testing split of the Penn
Treebank. Collins and Charniak both use a head-passing PCFG as the basis of their models,
although the features they use for their models are dierent. Ratnaparkhi uses a maximum
entropy lassier to ontrol a mahine that iteratively builds and prunes a parse tree from
the bottom up. We will disuss their parsers more in Chapter 3.
Hermjakob and Mooney reated a parser trained on only 1000 sentenes whih
performs with state-of-the art auray [56℄. The training set was very small beause the
model has very many parameters and the searh algorithm used for developing the parser is
slow.
Goodman's work [46℄ develops some formal approahes to dening parsing systems
and shows how to reate parsers that diretly maximize some given performane metris.
He gives separate automated parser indution algorithms that diretly maximize reall and
an approximation of preision. Also, he points out that there is a basi inompatibility
between parsing with the goal of getting sentenes orret and parsing with the goal of
getting onstituents orret. The two metris have the same maximum point, namely when
everything is parsed orretly, but in pratie there is a tradeo involved in maximizing
them independently. Goodman also provides pratial tehniques for parsing with large
voabularies and large grammars. He presents experiments involving multi-pass pruning
algorithm to parse in the fae of omputational time and spae onstraints.
Johnson has studied the eet that the idiosynrasies of tree representations has on
the quality ahievable by parser indution algorithms [59℄. The Penn Treebank (version II) is
idiosynrati in that it represents verb phrase adjuntion with a at tree struture. Johnson
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desribes tehniques for produing a more informative representation for modeling with a
PCFG. He furthermore shows theoretially as well as experimentally that performing simple
invertible tree transformations on the Treebank produes a orpus that better failitates
automatially induing PCFG-style parsers.
The parsing ommunity has reently had a large improvement in auray while
suering from a loss in speed. Caraballo and Charniak address this issue by nding a good
heuristi for searhing for a good parse in a PCFG-style parser [21℄.
Chelba and Jelinek have reated an online parser whih operates in a left-to-right
manner like a pushdown automaton in order to better perform language modeling for speeh
reognition [25℄. They use a maximum likelihood tehnique to learn the ontrolling automa-
ton for a shift-redue parser. Reently it has been shown that this parsing arhiteture is
not entirely equivalent to PCFG parsing, although both formalisms an learn the same set
of probability distributions over strings[1℄.
With the reent suesses in parsing English text, the parsing task has been
ported to other languages inluding Czeh [30℄ and Japanese [53℄. Eah of these languages
has required a redesign or modiation of the task. They eah operate in a dependeny
representation. Eah word (or hunk) is annotated with an arrow direted toward the word
that it syntatially supports. In Czeh this is required beause the word order is muh
more liberal than in English. In Japanese, eah phrase (bunsetsu) is guaranteed to modify
a phrase that omes before it, but not neessarily the most reent phrase. As we desribed
earlier, both of these parsing tasks are supported by treebank eorts, as well.
1.2.2 Why Parsing?
The parsing task is of interest to theoretiians and omputational linguists, but it
also has appliations in many real-world problems. Like most natural language proessing
systems, it is a omponent that is meant to be inserted into a larger appliation.
Grammar Cheking
The original purpose of parsing was to determine if sentenes onform to a gram-
mar. It has progressed quite a bit sine then, but this task has beome important with the
widespread use of word-proessing software. Statistial parses that will always give a most
likely parse for a sentene an still be used as grammar hekers by thresholding the sore
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for a sentene to determine its aeptane, or highlighting setions of the parse that have
partiularly low sores.
Mahine Translation
For many translation tasks, espeially translating between languages with diering
word order, parsing is a ruial step. There is a strong belief that one words and small
phrases an be translated, transformations on the parse of a sentene an be used to rearrange
large portions of text to make it onform to the expeted ordering.
The TINA parsing system [93℄ is used in a Korean-English mahine translation
system [99℄, and Hermjakob and Mooney's parser was designed to be losely oupled with a
translation system [56℄.
Embedded Appliations
There are some tasks whih require parsing as a preursor to further proessing.
Moving up the linguisti hain from syntax to semantis, we see that many tasks involving
semantis tend to require high-quality syntati struture representations as input.
• Prepositional Phrase Attahment
This task [17, 29, 85, 73℄ attempts to x some of the mistakes reated by parsers.
The examples we gave in Parses 1.1 through 1.4 vary in how the prepositional phrases
are attahed. Parsers based on ontext-free grammars are not as aurate at these
attahment deisions as they should be, and so this task is often worked on separately.
• Anaphora Resolution
Hobbs's algorithm for anaphora resolution requires a parse tree in order to deide how
to searh among andidate noun phrases as it searhes for the anteedent for a pronoun
[57, 58℄.
• Summarization
Reently, automated summarization systems have begun to use statistial parsers to
determine large hunks of text that are repeated, or whih an be removed in order to
make the text syntatially more onise [4, 69℄.
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Similar Problems in Dierent Domains
Problems similar in struture to parsing arise in other elds, and we expet to see
many problems that theoretially redue to parsing arise as well. For example, Miller and
Viola hierarhially segment images of mathematial expressions [74℄ in order to reover the
expression tree that they represent, and work has been done in the eld of omputational
biology fousing on hierarhially determining the physial struture of moleules that are
reated from sequenes of RNA [86, 47℄. It is possible that advanes in parsing tehnology
as applied to natural language proessing an be useful in these other elds.
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Chapter 2
Combining Independent Hypotheses
The reent rapid onset of data-driven approahes to natural language proessing
has provided the ommunity with many systems addressing eah task. There are natural
language proessing systems available as ommerial o-the-shelf systems (or omponent
systems) or as freeware available on the world wide web. Part of speeh tagging, for example,
has at least four good trainable systems available attaking it. These systems are normally
results of independent development groups and independent orporate entities. We expet
that the independene of these researh groups leads them to produe models that speialize
in dierent ways. For example, one tagger ould more preisely annotate adjetives than
another that more preisely annotates verbs. Having all of these systems that address a
ommon task is beneial for the eld beause it allows a new kind of experimentation to
be performed: ombining the independent hypotheses.
2.1 Natural Byproduts of Tehnologial Development
The situation is not unique to the eld of natural language proessing. Within
omputer siene, one an see the hardware evolution of the omputer leave a trail of pro-
essors and platforms whih are sueeded by ever faster and more appropriate mahines.
Automobiles beome progressively more reliable and more eient. Insulated waterproof
lothing is losing its bulk and requiring less maintenane. These three tehnologial progres-
sions all leave their useless (or less valuable) forebears to break down and wear out, never
to be diretly ompared with systems (or produts) that result from later developmental
yles.
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Natural language proessing, however, produes systems that are not physially
manifest. As oneptual artifats, they will not wear out. Like all algorithmi entities, they
an be revived at will and remain viable even if they are not dominant.
A long history of systems that address a ommon task an be found for any task
that has been solved. By solved, we mean that the task an be performed with high
enough auray by a mahine that no more resoures are being alloated to produe better
performane. There are still many natural language proessing tasks that remain unsolved.
We expet that most if not all of them will have a wide variety of systems attak them
before they are solved.
2.2 The Ends to Justify The Means
There are reasons to attak the task of ombination other than the fat that we
an. First, we an expet to nd new lower bounds on the possible performane that an
be ahieved on a problem. Seond, we an build ensemble systems that perform better than
any of their members.
2.2.1 New Ahievable Bounds
Corpus-based tasks are inherently open-ended. It is diult to determine how
muh performane gain an still be ahieved on a task at any given time. Part of that
unertainty is what makes it a researh task, but some of it omes from not knowing the
quality of the data.
Computing inter-annotator agreement is often ited as a good way of determining
how diult a problem is. There are three drawbaks to this approah. The rst two
question the dominane laim of inter-annotator agreement.
First, there is the question of annotator ompetene. When one annotator (or a
subset of the annotators) is muh better at performing the task onsistently than another
simply beause the other one is less apable the inter-annotator agreement will reet the
performane of the worse annotator (or set of annotators). Seondly, in suggesting that
human performane is an upper bound on how well a mahine an perform on a task implies
that the mahine an never perform better than the human. The reasons for promoting
this belief are homo-entri (or perhaps bio-entri). We know that there are many tasks at
whih mahines an outperform humans. There is no reason that learning annot be one of
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them. These two reasons both suggest that inter-annotator agreement is less reasonable as
an upper bound than we thought.
Finally, the drawbak that is most appliable to natural language proessing is
that human annotators sometimes use information unavailable in the data to perform their
annotations. This is really a question of omparing apples and oranges. Muh of that data
is not available to omputers simply beause it has never been entered or annot be indexed
well enough. This suggests that inter-annotator agreement is too stringent as an upper
bound on mahine performane.
We see that inter-annotator agreement is both too strong and too weak to serve
as a performane bound. These are not new arguments, and they are more or less obvious.
The only reason that the measure is used as a bound, then, is that it is the only point that
is readily available and omputable when a new task is dened and its data is olleted.
Inter-annotator agreement remains a useful upper bound on how high an auray we an
measure.
One a few systems have been built that address a task, however, there are other
more reasonable andidates for upper bounds on performane that an be omputed in order
to enourage work on a task, estimate progress versus potential, and determine if a problem
has been solved. The available systems an typially be ombined into a omposite system
using demorati or other simple priniples as guides. The performane of this omposite
system then beomes a bound on the performane that individual independently-produed
systems an ahieve. One of the goals of this thesis is to propose suh a bound for parsing.
The other advantage of using ombination tehniques to produe a bound is that
as the individual systems beome better the bound an be re-evaluated. If the individual
systems are truly independently onstruted and highly aurate, then their improvements
will make the upper bound a more aurate bound. Note that we do not mean it will make
the bound get higher, although that ould happen. We mean that the bound will beome
loser to the true bound whih is limited by noise in the data and the knowledge of the task
available to the mahine.
2.2.2 Better Systems
In irumstanes where the individual systems are not fully utilizing the resoures
available for alloation to the pursuit of the learning task, the bulky omposite system
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an itself be onsidered a pratial approah for the task. This is the ase in many initial
development domains, where there is little data available for a task.
The other way of looking at this is that when there are more resoures available
for a task than is urrently required, utilization of ombination methods is a fruitful way to
alloate those resoures.
Computing power is an example of an underutilized resoure when it is measured
globally. With the rapid growth of wide area networks, it is plausible to attempt to exploit
the wasted omputing power that is urrently on many desks to pursue lassier ombination
tehniques.
Voting and other ombination methods are powerful tehniques for reduing error,
as we show later in this thesis. There is plenty of theoretial work to support this laim as
well, some of whih we desribe in Setion 2.4.
2.3 The Prie of Progress
There is a ost to all of this that we have alluded to. Combination methods require
the aggregate omputational expense of the ensemble members plus the ost assoiated with
performing the ombination. If the individual members of the ensemble were designed to
run on modern omputers, then they may already be strething the resoure utilization to
the limit.
At this point in time, however, the rapid inreases in omputing hardware mean
that programs that ran on hardware that was urrent only 3 years ago are barely using half
of the resoures of the hardware that is urrently available for a similar purhase prie and
maintenane ost. The ahievements in inreasing omputing speed and spae per dollar is
a major enabling fator for this work.
Alternatively, if omputing speed was not getting faster, the network is a major
failitator on its own. For various reasons, inluding a general lak of knowledge, most
programs run on only one omputer. Combination methods an typially take advantage of
parallelism to run the ensemble members simultaneously by distributing work aross several
mahines.
The quantity of available omputing resoures is an issue for ombining hypotheses,
but the urrent onditions in omputing hardware are favorable. Moreover, there is little
reason to believe that rate of growth of hardware speialization and fast networking will not
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ontinue into the future.
2.4 Reent Work on Classier Combination
Wolpert's work on staking was one of the rst mahine learning attempts to
ombine lassiers [101℄. He was interested in neural network lassiers, but realized the
tehnique he developed was general-purpose, not spei to neural net lassiers.
Staking is a hierarhial approah to lassiation. At the bottom level of the
stak are k individual lassiers, eah trained on a dierent partition of the training data.
The data is disjointly partitioned into k subsets, and the training data for eah of the initial
lassiers is the entire training set exept for set k.
The output of those rst level lassiers when run on held-out data is then fed into
the next level of the stak whih attempts to predit based on those outputs alone.
The rst level lassiers are then run on the entire dataset in order to produe
a new pseudo dataset onsisting of the output of the lassiers as the values of features.
This resulting dataset is used to train another lassier on the seond level of the stak.
The goal is to get the seond level lassier to learn to orret the rst level lassiers.
Many ombining heuristis ould be plugged into the arhiteture, suh as majority voting,
but Wolpert was the rst to suggest that position should be oupied by another indutive
learner.
The proess an be adjusted in order to extend up multiple levels, but there is no
empirial evidene for or against doing so.
Heath et al. experimented with ombining deision trees [54℄. They used standard
deision tree indution for produing the ensemble members, and majority voting for om-
bining hypotheses. Their work was the rst to onsider the question of how to automate
the proess of making independent, diverse learners. Their approah was to randomize the
learning proess. Their simulated annealing deision tree indution system, SADT, utilized
randomness during its onstrution of the tree. They resampled this proess to reate an
ensemble.
They gave a theoretial treatment of the error redution that an be realized in
ideal ases. Simply put, they showed that lassiation errors derease exponentially in the
number of ensemble members, given that individual members of the ensemble onsistently
perform better than random hane at the lassiation task.
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Opitz and Shavlik built ensembles of neural networks [78℄. Their main ontribution
(aside from a good performane result on several tasks) was to introdue a formalization
of the notion of diversity in their work. They expliitly maximized a linear ombination of
auray and diversity in produing their ensemble. They generate their ensemble by using a
geneti algorithm that attempts to maximize this metri. The population for the algorithm
is a set of neural networks, and they are mutated and rossed-over using topology-modifying
operators. At the onlusion of the optimization, the resulting population (of xed size,
speied as input) operates as an ensemble for lassiation of new data.
2.5 Combination in Natural Language
Independent system ombination has reently started appearing in natural lan-
guage proessing work. This is in part beause of reent work done in the mahine learning
ommunity, but also beause the eld has grown to the point where there are so many
diverse individual systems available for ombination.
The mahine learning ommunity and the omputational learning theorists have
developed many ensemble theories and arhitetures for traditional vetor spae lassiation
problems. Natural language is dierent from traditional lassiation problems in that it
is typially sequene-based and often the preditions an be very strutured. Parsing, for
example, is hard to simply redue to a binary lassiation problem.
Part of Speeh Tagging
Part of speeh tagging is not a typial mahine learning vetor spae lassia-
tion problem. It involves lassifying words and ontexts into part of speeh tags, but the
individual lassiations are not independent.
Van Halteren et al. [96℄ provide some methods for ombining state of the art part
of speeh taggers by treating the task as a lassiation problem and applying staking.
They aquired four of the best part of speeh tagging programs and trained them on the
same data. Then, a held-out tuning dataset was used to estimate the auray of the taggers
and ollet statistis on where they individually make errors. The experimenters then take
two separate approahes. In some experiments they generate tagging heuristis for using the
statistis they ollet. The best of these experiments ollets statistis on what the orret
tag is given partiular pairwise disagreements between taggers. When the disagreement was
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not seen in training data, it baks o to the best individual tagger. Note that in this ase
they are not learning whih tagger to trust in whih situations, but rather what the orret
tag is given the situation.
In other experiments they diretly train separate lassiers using the outputs of
the individual taggers as input feature values. This seond experiment is more reminisent
of Wolpert's staking method. They use both a memory-based learner and a deision tree
learner in a straightforward manner. In ontrast to the staking arhiteture, they also
pass information from features involved in the underlying text that the omponent taggers
operated on. In partiular, they add words and other tags to the feature spae in some
experiments.
Surprisingly, the heuristi we mention performs best on this task, and it is sig-
niantly better than all the other algorithms they try, inluding the lassier indution
tehniques. It ahieves a 19% tagging error rate redution.
Brill and Wu studied ombining part of speeh tagging independent of van Halteren
[18℄. They similarly worked stritly on the outputs of four taggers, although their set was
not the same as van Halteren et al. There are two main ontributions of their work that
are separate from the other study. They developed a feasibility tehnique for deiding if
ombination is a worthwhile endeavor. They detet if one tagger makes a strit subset of
the errors that another tagger makes. The other ontribution was learning a swith between
taggers instead of just prediting a new tag. It is ounterintuitive, but this model gave them
the lowest error rate. It is probably a data sarity issue. Instead of hoosing best tag from
among approximately 30 dierent tags, the ombiner must only hoose whih of the four
taggers it trusts the most. Sine the predition set is smaller, there is less noise to learn
from the data, and more samples for eah predited lass.
Named Entity Extration
Borthwik et al. have used the maximum entropy priniple to ombine outputs
of named entity reognition [9℄. They ombine four systems (inluding their own) that
ompeted in the Seventh Message Understanding Conferene (MUC-7) using a maximum
entropy tehnique. Their system was originally based on a maximum entropy model, so
they ould simply add the output generated by the other three systems as features in their
system. The resulting performane they attain is a dominant result for the task.
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Speeh Reognition
Fisus ombined ve speeh reognizers that partiipated in the 1999 LVCSR eval-
uation to get a statistially signiant redution in word error rate [38℄. Speeh reognition
is not a lassiation task, and the output of dierent systems need not even have the same
length. He aligned transriptions given by dierent reognizers, then produed the nal
hypothesis by voting over the olumns of the alignment. The tehnique he developed was
suessful and pratial enough to be inorporated into several speeh reognition systems.
Translation
Mahine translation has been an objet of ombination tehniques as well. Fred-
erking and Nirenburg ombined three translation systems using a dynami programming
algorithm [40℄. The three systems they used were all developed in-house: a knowledge-
based system, and example-based system, and a lexial-transfer system. Eah of these
systems produes hypotheses that are reorded in a hart. Eah hart entry points to a
start and end position of the input string, oers a potential translation for that substring,
and gives a sore representing the goodness of that translation. The sores for the hart
elements are normalized to allow omparison between systems, then a nally hypothesis is
reated by seleting a set of hart elements that over the sentene and have the highest
sore. This is done with a straightforward divide and onquer approah implemented as an
O(n3) dynami programming algorithm.
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Chapter 3
Combining Parsers
Progress in orpus-based parser development has been sought after with inremen-
tal results during the majority of this deade. Many independent eorts have been made
toward repliating the braketing style of the Penn Treebank projet. There has been a great
deal of ompetition among automatially trained parsers, eah parser trying to perform the
best on previously unseen data. This ompetition has resulted in a number of parsers that
ontrolled experiments show have omparable (and good) performane.
3.1 Task Desription
In this hapter we explore tehniques for ombining multiple parsers. Our goal is
to ahieve better overall performane. We explore supervised methods, in whih we allow
the mahines to learn a few parameters or rules by inspeting training data to help it deide
in whih situations it should trust whih parser. Also, we explore unsupervised methods,
suh as demorati voting, in whih all parsers are treated equally and the mahine blindly
ombines without rst expliitly determining whih parser to trust in whih situations.
We are working with three statistial parsers that have been objets of independent
development eorts. The three parsers are Mihael Collins's generative parser [28℄ ong-
ured as it was used in the 1998 Johns Hopkins University Center for Language and Speeh
Proessing Workshop [52℄, a parser reated by Eugene Charniak [23℄, and Adwait Ratna-
parkhi's maximum entropy parser, MXPARSE [84℄. In some experiments where we measure
the robustness of our ombination tehniques, we use a simple PCFG parser developed in
our laboratory.
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Ratnaparkhi's parser, MXPARSE, is a mahine that iteratively builds a parse from
the bottom up by hunking noun groups, then progressively onstruting onstituents on
top of those previously reated. After eah onstrution phase the work is inspeted and
some onstituents are deleted by a separate pruning phase. The deisions of the phases are
made by a separate maximum entropy model. During parsing, the potential operations of
these mahines are searhed to nd a most probable sequene of operations given the input
sentene. This in turn uniquely denes a parse tree.
Collins's parser relies on a generative, lexialized parsing model. Like MXPARSE,
Collins's parser is lexialized. Eah onstituent is parametrized with the lexial head of
the phrase it represents. It assigns probabilities to sequenes of ations that produe parse
trees from the top down. To do this it treats eah labeled onstituent as a separate hidden
Markov model produing the sequene of hildren nodes for the onstituent. When a sentene
is presented to be parsed, the parser searhes top-down for the sequene of produtions
that produe the sentene (labelled with part of speeh tags) with the highest probability.
Collins's parser relies on Ratnaparkhi's tagger [83℄ to do the preproessing and assign an
initial set of part of speeh tags to the sentene.
Charniak's parser is similar to Collins's exept that it does not ompute the prob-
ability of a onstituent in the same way. Eah onstituent is onditioned on the lexial head
of its phrase, but it is also onditioned on its parent's label and some lass information about
the lexial head. Charniak omputes the joint probability of the tree and the sentene using
dynami programming instead of the beam searh that both Ratnaparkhi and Collins use.
All of the parsers were trained on the same setions of the Penn Treebank version
2 (02-21), and tuned on various setions whih we leave out of our experimentation (se-
tions 00, 01, 24). Setions 02-21 ontain approximately 40000 sentenes. Every performane
statisti we present onerning the parsers was derived from testing the parsers on data that
they was not part of their training set (setions 22 and 23). In our supervised ombina-
tion experiments we train the ombiners using setion 23, whih ontains 2416 sentenes.
Previously reported performane results on these parsers were derived from this setion.
3.1.1 Performane Measures
Parsing performane is measured in a number of ways. All of them start with
ounting the three observable situations that an our in a prospetive parse. These sit-
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uations are illustrated in Table 3.1. First, we break the referene and guess parses into a
set of onstituents.
1
Eah onstituent onsists of a label and a span. Then we an observe
three situations: (a) The suggested onstituent is in the suggested parse and in the orret
parse. It is a orretly predited onstituent. (b) The onstituent suggested by our parser
is not in the orret parse. It is a preision error. () The onstituent in the orret parse is
not in our parse. We missed it: it is a reall error. Note that ase (d) is not observable in
the world of parsing beause we never see a onstituent that is not in the suggested parse
or in the orret parse. However the number of times ase (d) ours in a partiular parse
is omputable: we an ount how many possible onstituents are possible for a partiular
sentene.
In Referene?
yes no
In Our yes a b
Guess? no  d
Table 3.1: Possible Parsing Constituent Situations
The metris for parser performane are as follows:
• Preision (P ) is the fration of the onstituents that the parser produes that are
orret: a/(a+ b).
• Reall (R) is the fration of the orret onstituents that the parser produes: a/(a+c).
• F-measure is the harmoni mean of preision and reall. Its geometri interpretation
is interesting. It is the ratio of the area of the retangle with orners (0, 0) and
(P,R) to its perimeter, normalized suh that the maximum value is 1.0. To alulate:
2PR/(P + R) or 2a/(2a + b + c). Qualitatively speaking, F-measure is the stritest
single measure.
• The other measure we use to evaluate parsers is the arithmeti mean of preision and
reall: (P +R)/2 or a(2a+ b+ c)/2(a + b)(a+ c).
• In some ases, when parsers are performing very well, we will report the perent of
sentenes that were parsed exatly orretly. That is, the number of sentenes for
1
Some onstituents are removed from these sets. See Setion 3.2 for a more detailed desription.
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whih b = c = 0 divided by the total number of sentenes.
3.1.2 Baselines And Orales
Before we begin, it will serve us well to determine what bounds exist on how well
we an perform this task. There are several baselines and orales we an study to get a
feel for the diulty of parser ombination. Baselines are the lower bounds that we should
expet to surpass with any reasonable system, and orales are the upper bounds that we
know we annot surpass with our best systems.
For baselines, we have
• The Winner Takes All ombination strategy. This is the auray of the best individual
parser. A similar baseline was used by Samuel et al. investigating eay of ommittee
ombination [88℄.
2
• The average performane of the member parsers. This is the same baseline used in
Halteren's study of part of speeh tagger ombination [96℄. It is also the onstituent
auray we would expet to ahieve if we ombined the three parsers by piking
onstituents at random from among the three.
P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
Parser1 85.81 85.63 85.72 85.72 28.1
Parser2 86.87 86.55 86.71 86.71 29.3
Parser3 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63 34.9
Average 87.14 86.91 87.02 87.02 30.8
Table 3.2: Baseline Parsing Performane
The performane of the baseline parser ombination tehniques is presented in Ta-
ble 3.2. We determine the performane of the average parser by rst summing the error
distribution tables for the three parsers as in Table 3.1, then alulating the various met-
ris on the resulting table. The exat sentene auray is the average of exat sentene
auraies of the three parsers. The Winner Takes All strategy orresponds to the Parser3
row in the table. The preision and reall dierenes between Parser3 and the other parsers
2
Instead of using the best individual, however, they ompared to the rst member added to the ommittee.
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are signiant based on a binomial hypothesis test with α = 0.01. The set on whih these
numbers were generated had 44177 onstituents in 2416 sentenes.
For orales, we have
• The parser ombiner that piks the best parser for eah sentene. We all this the
Parser Swith Orale.
• The parser that piks exatly those onstituents suggested by the member parsers that
are found in the orret parse. This parser always gets 100% preision, and we all it
the Maximum Preision Orale.
P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
Maximum Preision Orale 100.00 95.41 97.70 97.65 64.5
Parser Swith Orale 93.12 92.84 92.98 92.98 46.8
Table 3.3: Orale Parsing Performane
The performane of the orale parser ombination tehniques is presented in table
3.3. All of the bounds disussed in this setion are presented pitorially in Figure 3.1. It is
a preision versus reall plot in whih eah parser is represented by a single point. Notie
that if we ould pik exatly the orret onstituents from those hypothesized by the three
parsers we ould get 95.41% reall. We are missing less than 5% of the onstituents from the
set. Furthermore, if we ould just pik the best parser for eah sentene, but still keep the
bad preditions the parser makes in that sentene we would move to near 93% preision and
reall. These bounds are well over the state of the art and they enourage us that we have
a lot of room for growth. However, people in the parsing ommunity typially feel there is
a eiling of 95-97% preision and reall using this dataset [24, 70℄.
In Table 3.4 we show the distribution of onstituent labels in a test set, as well as the
distribution of onstituent labels from the subset of that set that none of the three parsers
orretly predited. This is the distribution of reall errors for the maximum preision
orale. From this we see that the onstituents labelled S, NP and VP are overed by the
parsers disproportionately with respet to onstituents with the other labels. Alternatively,
this ould be an artifat of noun phrases and verb phrases being more onsistently annotated
in the orpus than the other types of onstituents.
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e
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Training Set Reall Errors
Label Perent Count Perent Count
ADJP 2.02 891 7.40 150
ADVP 2.75 1213 4.79 97
CONJP 0.05 21 0.15 3
FRAG 0.11 49 1.53 31
INTJ 0.02 11 0.05 1
NAC 0.07 30 0.49 10
NP 41.96 18536 26.21 531
NX 0.27 121 5.43 110
PP 12.43 5492 13.62 276
PRN 0.32 142 1.14 23
PRT 0.36 159 0.69 14
QP 1.11 490 1.14 23
S 12.81 5660 11.65 236
SBAR 4.07 1797 6.76 137
SBARQ 0.02 10 0.25 5
SINV 0.36 157 0.64 13
SQ 0.04 18 0.15 3
UCP 0.07 32 1.04 21
VP 19.79 8743 15.79 320
WHADJP 0.01 4 0.10 2
WHADVP 0.31 136 0.59 12
WHNP 0.97 429 0.25 5
X 0.02 7 0.15 3
Table 3.4: Reall Error Distribution for Maximum Preision Orale
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3.1.3 Measuring Parser Diversity
While the baselines and orales plae bounds on our hopes, they do little to suggest
that we should have any hope at all of gaining performane by ombining a spei set of
parsers. Lukily, there is a lue that suggests that individual parsers dier enough to be
ombined.
First, let us establish a metri for measuring the dierene between two parsers.
Sine we have strutured our investigation as the ombination of blak-box parsers, we
annot look at their internals for desribing the dierenes. We an only look at how their
dierenes aet their funtion. In this ase that means we will look at how the parsers
braket their output dierently.
We rst must desribe what dierene we are interested in. In this ase we are in
luk. We are interested in how many onstituents one parser produes that a seond parser
misses. More formally, let SA be the set of onstituents produed by parser A and SB be
likewise for parser B. Our measure is given in Formula 3.1.
R¯(A,B) = |SA − SB |/|SA| (3.1)
We all it R¯ beause when SA is the set of orret parse onstituents R¯ equals
1− recall when reall is omputed as desribed in Setion 3.1.1 using A as the referene set.
In this way we an also onsider a distane to the hidden orret parser whih produes
the parses given in the orpus. This is an asymmetri metri, and its asymmetry is useful.
Eah of the following three ases of interest an be deteted by this metri:
1. Suppose parsers A and B are atually idential. While we annot determine that there
does not exist some input that they will parse dierently, we an determine the extent
to whih they are idential by R¯(A,B) and R¯(B,A). The loser these two measures
are to zero, the more similar the parsers.
2. Suppose parser A always makes more mistakes than parser B, and moreover, parser
A always makes a subset of the mistakes that parser B makes. In this ase we would
never trust parser A over parser B, and it is pointless to onsider ombining the two.
We an detet this, beause the following situations will hold: R¯(reference,B) <
R¯(reference,A), R¯(A,B) = 0, and R¯(B,A) > 0. In short, when parser A performs
better than parser B and R¯ is skewed suh that the value when B is the rst argument
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is muh greater than when when A is the rst argument, then we should tend to believe
parser A in every ase.
3. Suppose parser A and parser B make independent preditions. Then R¯(A,B) > 0
and R¯(B,A) > 0 as both parsers will predit onstituents that the other one does
not. Furthermore, if parser A and parser B tend to make independent mistakes,
R¯(reference,A) and R¯(reference,B) will both be near the same value. In fat, if
R¯(reference,A) < R¯(B,A) and R¯(reference,B) < R¯(A,B) then we an say that
the pair of parsers are loser to the referene than they are to eah other.
SA\SB Parser1 Parser2 Parser3 referene
Parser1 0 16.87 14.91 14.18
Parser2 16.73 0 13.63 13.12
Parser3 14.89 13.77 0 11.26
referene 14.36 13.44 11.45 0
Table 3.5: A Direted Distane Between Parsers
We an see in Table 3.5 the values of R¯ for eah of our parser pairs as well as the
referene. Notie that eah of the parsers dier from eah other more than they dier from
the referene. This is exatly the situation we desribe in ase 3, and it is a lue that the
parsers in question have independent errors. Furthermore, sine (∀A,B)R¯(A,B) 6= 0 we an
see that no parser makes a strit subset of the preditions of the others. This is ontrary to
ase 3, and allows us to see that there is potential for onstrutive ombination between all
pairs of these parsers.
3.2 EVALB Transformation
Magerman [68℄ reports results of an experimental evaluation of a parser trained
on the Penn Treebank. He used an evaluation system developed by Blak et al. [7℄ for
omparing hand-oded parsing systems. The statistial parsing ommunity has followed this
design in performing evaluations. The ommunity has foused on the labelled braketing
method of soring parsers. The algorithm has some important ramiations for developing
parser ombination tehniques.
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Let πT be the orret parse, and πG be the hypothesized parse. Algorithm 3.1 is
the algorithm for omparing two parsers that is in standard use in the Treebank parsing
ommunity.
3
Algorithm 3.1: EVALB Transformation
1. Strip all epsilon produtions from πT , as most parsers do not generate epsilon produ-
tions.
4
2. Remove all terminal nodes whih are POS-tagged with some kinds of puntuation from
both πT and πG. The puntuation we remove is from the or-delimited set {, or : or
 or  or .}.
3. Repeatedly remove all onstituents from the tree that no longer span any tokens from
the original sentene due to the pruning we just performed.
4. Create ST from the referene parse. This is the set of tuples (s, e, l) where s is the
number of terminal nodes to the left of the left side of the onstituent's span, e is the
sum of s and the number of terminal nodes dominated by the onstituent, and l is the
label on the onstituent.
5
Similarly reate SG from the hypothesized (Guess) parse.
5. Remove any onstituent that dominates all the other nodes in ST . Do the same in SG.
Every sentene has a topmost onstituent spanning it, so we need not ount it. It is
taken as given that all parsers produe it.
6. Now produe the error distribution table as in Table 3.1 using ST and SG.
7. We have already shown how to ompute the measures of interest using this table.
There are several ramiations of this algorithm that should be observed. First,
the parser may use puntuation to help perform the parse, but how the parser brakets
3
Satoshi Sekine and Mihael Collins wrote a program for parser evaluation alled EVALB (short
for EVALuating Brakets) whih evaluates parsers using the algorithm we desribe above. I use
this program as a referene implementation. At the time of this writing, it ould be found at
http://s.nyu.edu/s/projets/proteus/evalb/.
4
Epsilon produtions appear in the orpus to enode traes desribing speial linguisti phenomena (e.g.
wh-movement). They yield leaf nodes that do not orrespond to observed tokens.
5
Some evaluations treat this set (ST ) as a multi-set beause there an be hains of unary produtions of
the same label
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puntuation has no eet on the nal sore. For example, it makes no dierene where
the nal period attahes, or whether the quotes around a quotation are inluded in the
onstituent dominating it. Puntuation is ignored for purely historial reasons. Some of the
earliest parsers represented puntuation as it is typed  most often as part of an adjaent
word, whereas others treated puntuation as separate tokens. Seond, the set of produtions
used in parsing the sentene is not restrited to the set found in the orret parse. Eah
onstituent is identied only by its label and span. Its orretness does not depend on the
labels on its hildren. The parse has been simplied at this point to a set of triangles with
labels on them. Third, this algorithm has meaning for parses that are not neessarily trees.
It works with any ayli graph with the appropriate terminal nodes.
Notie that steps 5 through 3 of the algorithm produe a simple graph transfor-
mation or rewrite. We an all it the EVALB transformation whih we write EV (parse).
We an say that two parses are idential if their images under the EVALB transformation
are the same. In light of this observation, we are performing all of our parser ombination
tehniques after the EVALB transformation takes plae. Essentially, we are inserting the
ombination tehniques after step 3 of the evaluation algorithm.
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Figure 3.2: EVALB Transformation in the Combining Framework.
Performing the parser ombination at this point is not heating beause although
the EVALB transformation is many-to-one, we an pik an inverse transformation that in-
serts the puntuation bak into the result of our parser ombination. There always ex-
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ists suh an inverse transformation, beause we an always insert the puntuation into all
onstituents that its left non-puntuation neighbor is in, or right non-puntuation neigh-
bor if there is no appropriate left neighbor. Furthermore, evaluating the parse whih is
EV −1(combine(EV (A), EV (B), EV (C)), p) (where p is the puntuation we need to replae)
gives us the same results as evaluating combine(EV (A), EV (B), EV (C))) itself. This is
obvious as appliation of the EVALB transformation is the rst step in the parser eval-
uation algorithm, but it is a tehnial point that is worth mentioning. While for the
purposes of reating a parse tree for use outside our evaluation we would use result of
EV −1(combine(EV (A), EV (B), EV (C)), p), for a simpler experimental framework we use
the shorter form. This point is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The versatility of the EVALB transformation also lets us apply it to tree-like stru-
tures with overlapping brakets and disonneted forests in addition to typial parse trees.
As disussed in the previous setion, there are some natural language proessing tasks that
an be performed with non-tree strutures. The only limitation that the EVALB transfor-
mation puts on what strutures we will allow our ombining tehnique to produe is that the
strutures must all be valid inputs to some inverse EVALB transformation. The result of ap-
plying the inverse EVALB transformation must be a tree with properly nested onstituents.
This restrition was not problemati for any of the ombining strategies we explored.
3.3 Non-parametri Approahes
As mentioned earlier, the parsers we aquired were trained on the majority of the
Penn Treebank. Only two setions remain (4116 sentenes) on whih we an tune and test
our ombining tehniques for these parsers. This is preious little data, so we held out the
setion with 1700 sentenes for the nal evaluation.
Every probabilisti model is subjet to two types of error: modeling error and
estimation error. Modeling error omes from the inadequaies of the model. In linguisti
proesses the model is hidden from us to a large extent and we have to guess at what the real
model is. Often we knowingly make our models weak or inaurate beause we know we do
not have enough data to aurately estimate the parameters of a better model. Estimation
error omes from our lak of aess to the true probabilities or parameters whih esh out
our model. At worst we estimate these parameters by hand, and at best we estimate them
from ounting many observed outomes and relying on the law of large numbers. Herein
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lies a viious dependeny. We annot utilize omplex models without aurate probability
estimates and we an only produe aurate estimates for small parameter spaes given our
limited data.
One method of exploring the spae of probabilisti models is to rst pik some
reasonable non-parametri models and then add parameters to them to make them more
aurate. In this setion we explore some non-parametri approahes. The advantage of
these approahes is that their implementation requires no extra training data. This is good
for our situation, as our remaining data is in short supply.
3.3.1 Constituent Voting
We start our investigation by treating our parsers as independently-minded demo-
rati voters. We require them eah to vote on whether or not eah individual onstituent
belongs in the hypothesized parse. The set of andidate onstituents they vote on is the set
of onstituents in the union of their resulting sets.
System P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
1 Vote Required 77.05 95.41 86.23 85.25 18.9
2 Votes Required 92.09 89.18 90.64 90.61 37.0
3 Votes Required 96.93 76.13 86.53 85.28 21.3
Best Individual 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63 34.9
Table 3.6: Demorati Voting Results
In Table 3.6 we see the results. The row index orresponds to the threshold we
set for inlusion in the hypothesized parse. For example, the rst row of the table is the
result we get when eah onstituent is required to reeive at least one vote to remain in the
hypothesis. This is the same as the union of the three parse sets. From this line we see that
less than 5% of the braketings in the Penn Treebank are not aptured by one of these three
parsers.
Note that the result desribed by the rst row does not neessarily onsist of parse
trees. It ould ontain rossing brakets. While there are still some tasks for whih this
output is useful, this would ause many algorithms that take parse trees as input to require
some areful reworking. The output an be seen as orresponding to multiple possible parse
trees when the braketings ross. Still, it is an unfortunate situation whih bears more
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investigation later in this hapter.
The result desribed by the seond row of the table orresponds to well-formed
parse trees as we prove in Lemma 3.1, below. Furthermore, the quality of the ombination
parse requiring the simple majority vote in this ase is ompetitive with the results we
present later in this hapter. This result is a signiant improvement over the individual
parsers, and all other parsers of this data known to date.
The third row in the table represents the parser whih requires unanimous votes
for inlusion in the hypothesis. This is the most preise of the three parsers, and less than
4% of the braketings it suggests are inorret.
To summarize the important result of this setion: we an ahieve an absolute
3.36% gain in preision and an absolute 0.64% gain in reall by ombining three indepen-
dent parsers using a simple non-parametri tehnique. This orresponds to a relative 30%
redution in preision errors and a relative 6% redution in reall errors. Furthermore the
tehnique is simple. It does not require any knowledge of the internal workings of these
parsers, nor does it expliitly enfore any global onstraints onerning dependenies be-
tween parse onstituents. The robustness of this tehnique is explored further in Setion
3.5.
Stritly More Than 50% Vote Guarantees The Result Is A Tree
Whenever all onstituents in the hypothesized parse are given stritly more than
1/2 of the votes (e.g. 3 of 5 or 4 of 6), we are guaranteed that the parse is a tree. By this we
mean it will have no rossing brakets. This is not obvious, but it is simple to prove. Eah
individual parser produes a tree and hene has no rossing brakets. One a onstituent
aquires more than 1/2 of the votes, there are more than 1/2 of the parsers whih ontain
that onstituent. None of those parsers ontain a rossing braket, so no rossing braket
an have more than 1/2 of the votes. There are simply not enough votes remaining to allow
any rossing braket to reeive more than 1/2 of the votes.
Lemma 3.1 (Tree Guarantee) If the number of votes required by onstituent voting is
(stritly) greater than half of the parsers under onsideration, the resulting struture has no
rossing onstituents.
Proof: Assume a pair of rossing onstituents appears in the output of the onstituent
voting tehnique. Eah of the onstituents must have reeived at least ⌈k+12 ⌉ votes from
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the k parsers. Let s be the sum of the votes for the assumed onstituents. s ≤ k beause
none of the parsers ontains rossing brakets so none of them vote for both of the assumed
onstituents. But by addition s = 2⌈k+12 ⌉ > k, a ontradition. 
This priniple guarantees that the set of onstituents that reeive any threshold
number of votes where the threshold is set at 1/2 of the parsers orresponds to a valid parse
tree. A simple non-parametri version of this reates a hypothesis parse from all onstituents
reeiving a vote of more than 1/2.
3.3.2 Parser Swithing
Unlike the original parsers as seen in Table 3.2, the result in the seond row of Table
3.6 does not have balaned preision and reall. The raw ounts suggest that this ombined
parser under-generates onstituents when ompared with the individual parsers. The Parser
Swith Orale of Setion 3.1.2 has balaned preision and reall, and its performane is still
well above the raw voting. If we ould use an algorithm that utilized our knowledge of how
well raw voting works in building a parser swith, perhaps the result would generate more
onstituents without sariing overall performane.
We experimented with a few algorithms to produe parser swithes. There was
a strikingly large performane dierene between the distane-based and similarity-based
swithing methods. The similarity-based parser swithing algorithm is shown below.
Algorithm 3.2: Similarity-based Unsupervised Parser Swithing
1. From eah andidate parse, πi, for a sentene reate the onstituent set Si in the usual
fashion.
2. Compute the similarity sore for πi and πj , the number of onstituents that math in
the two parses.
m(πi, πj) = |Sj ∩ Si| (3.2)
3. Swith to (use) the parser with the highest similarity to the other parses. Ties are
broken arbitrarily.
π∗ = argmax
pii
∑
j 6=i
m(πi, πj) (3.3)
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Instead of onsidering the similarity between parses, we an imagine that there
exists some true parse that was modied to make all the parses we observe from our parsers.
The proess of turning that true, hidden parse into the parses we observe is akin to Shannon's
noisy hannel model [94℄. That true parse is modied using simple edit operations by the
removal of its struture and the attempted reovery of that same struture by the noisy
parsers. We observe the result of this noisy hannel in the hypotheses generated by the
individual parsers. To reover the true parse we would want to explore the spae of possible
parses, piking the one that minimizes the number of editing operations required to produe
all of the observed parses. It is the most likely andidate to be the true parse beause
it presents us with the simplest proess for produing the observed parses. One should
note however, that the spae of possible parses for a given sentene is too large to make a
straightforward exploration tratable. The number of ways to braket a sentene of length
n is the Catalan number C(n − 1) if we restrit ourselves to binary branhing. Sine we
are allowing n-ary branhing in our parses, the Catalan number is just a lower bound.
Furthermore for eah braketing ontaining n brakets there are kn ways to label those
brakets with nonterminal labels, where k is the size of the set of nonterminal labels. Writing
the losed-form expression or even just the reurrene for the number of parse trees on n
words with k dierent braketing labels is a non-trivial exerise.
The distane between a pair of parses in that spae would be the ost of editing
one parse into another. We will all that the edit distane or just distane between parses in
the disussion below. The goal of our next swithing algorithm is to pik from the andidate
parses the parse that is losest to the true parse by hoosing the parse that minimizes the
edit distane to all of the others.
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Algorithm 3.3: Distane-based Unsupervised Parser Swithing
1. From eah andidate parse, πi, for a sentene reate the onstituent set Si in the usual
fashion.
2. The distane between πi and πj is the number of mismathed onstituents in the two
parses.
d(πi, πj) = |(Sj ∪ Si)− (Sj ∩ Si)| (3.4)
3. Swith to (use) the parse with the lowest distane to the other parses. Ties are broken
arbitrarily.
π∗ = argmin
pii
∑
j
d(πi, πj) (3.5)
The relationship between the similarity and distane measures for individual parses
omes from the denitions given above. It is shown in Equation 3.6, where c(π) is the ount
of the number of onstituents in parse π.
d(πi, πj) = c(πi) + c(πj)− 2m(πi, πj) (3.6)
This leads us to a straightforward interpretation of the dierene between the
similarity-based algorithm and the distane-based algorithm. We see that the distane-
based algorithm is the same as the similarity-based algorithm with an extra term inside
the maximization. That term is a weight on the number of onstituents in the partiular
parse (πi) that we are onsidering. In essene, it linearly penalizes the parses with more
onstituents.
argmin
pii
∑
j
d(πi, πj) = argmin
pii

∑
j
c(πi) +
∑
j
c(πj)− 2
∑
j
m(πi, πj)


= argmin
pii

nc(πi)− 2
∑
j
m(πi, πj)


= argmax
pii

2
∑
j 6=i
m(πi, πj) + 2m(πi, πi)− nc(πi)


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= argmax
pii

∑
j 6=i
m(πi, πj)−
(n− 2)c(πi)
2


(3.7)
Another interesting property of the distane-based algorithm is that it an be
desribed in terms of a bound on the optimality of the hoie we make.
Lemma 3.2 (Centroid Approximation Bound) The parse hosen by the distane-based
unsupervised parser swithing algorithm requires no more than 2 times the number of edits
that the optimal hoie in parse spae needs to be transformed into all of the observed an-
didates.
Proof:
The tehnique for this proof omes from Guseld's work on multiple sequene
alignment, although his goal was to show that a partiular biologial sequene alignment
tehnique was good under a given goodness measure [50℄.
The edit distane in question must be symmetri. That is, it must take the same
number of edits to transform parse A into parse B as it does to transform parse B into parse
A. This is reasonable, given that the onept of an edit inludes the ability to undo it.
Also, the edit distane should submit to the triangle inequality. It should be at
least as easy to edit parse A into parse B as it is to edit parse A into parse C and then edit
parse C into parse B. This is also obviously reasonable.
The rst observation is that the entroid we've hosen is minimal among the hoies
we ould make. That is, the number of edits inurred by transforming it into eah of the
other parses is at least as small as the total number of edits required using eah of the other
andidate points as the entroid. That omes from the deision rule we used to pik it. Next
we will relate the ost of editing this hosen parse into all of the other parses to the ost of
editing the optimal parse into all of the other parses. Remember, the optimal parse is some
parse hidden in the parse spae that is too large to simply searh. We dene K to be the
total ost of editing all parses into all other andidate parses, and we give a quik bound on
how muh work we will do using this entroid.
A diagrammati view of what we intend to aomplish is presented in Figure 3.3.
The lled points are the parses given as input. The point marked c is the true parse, hidden
from us unless we are willing to explore the entire spae. The dotted lines represent the
minimum possible edit distane. Those lengths are the ost of editing the true parse into the
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Figure 3.3: Edit Distanes in Parse Spae
observed parses. Point x8 is also marked g beause it is the entroid hosen by minimizing
the sum of pairwise distanes (using the algorithm given). The ost we inur by using it is
represented by the solid lines. We are laiming that the edit distane using g is less than
twie the edit distane using c.
n
∑
i
d(πi, g) ≤
∑
i
∑
j
d(πi, πj)
K
.
=
∑
i
∑
j
d(πi, πj)
∑
i
d(πi, g) ≤
K
n
(3.8)
The next observation of interest is that even the optimal hoie for a entroid must
obey the triangle inequality. The true parse, the best parse in parse spae, is denoted here
by c.
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∑
i
∑
j
d(πi, πj) ≤
∑
i
∑
j
(d(πi, c) + d(c, πj))
= 2(n− 1)
∑
i
d(πi, c)
∑
i
d(πi, c) ≥
K
2(n− 1)
(3.9)
Now we have bounded our hypothesis, g, from above with respet to K, and the
optimal parse, c, from below with respet to K. This gives us a way to bound the extra
ost we inur by using this suboptimal hoie using simple substitution from Equations 3.8
and 3.9.
∑
i d(πi, g)∑
i d(πi, c)
≤
2(n− 1)
n
< 2 (3.10)
In Equation 3.10 we see that the number of edits required to hange our hypothesis,
g, into eah of the other parses is less than twie the number of edits required to hange
the optimal entroid hypothesis, c, (from the spae of all parses) into the observed parses.
We take this to be a reassuring bound on this approximation, as it was unlikely we ould
explore the spae of parses to nd c in the rst plae. 
The bound that we have just derived is interesting theoretially, but we annot
measure its behavior empirially beause we are not able to nd the optimal entroid hy-
pothesis for omparison with the andidate that is piked. We did, however perform an
experiment to address the eet of this heuristi. Consider piking the worst andidate for
the entroid approximation instead of the best. The result for using that method is given
under the entry bad distane in Table 3.7. Piking a entroid at random is the same as
piking a parser at random, so that result would be approximately the same as the average
individual parser auray. In short, we see that piking aording to the heuristi with
the provable bound gives signiantly better results than these other (admittedly weak)
tehniques.
Combining with these algorithms produes the results in Table 3.7. The similarity
swithing parser is a better parser than any of the individual parsers and it gets higher
reall than ombining the parsers with onstituent voting. However, the loss of preision
makes the overall performane suer. The distane swithing parser is signiantly better at
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Tehnique P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
Best Individual 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63 34.9
similarity 89.50 89.88 89.69 89.69 35.3
distane 90.24 89.58 89.91 89.91 38.0
bad distane 82.70 82.81 82.75 82.75 20.9
average performane 87.14 86.91 87.02 87.02 30.8
Table 3.7: Non-parametri Parser Swithing
preision and exat sentene auray than the similarity swithing parser. The loss it inurs
in reall is signiant, but it is more than oset by the gain in preision, as we an see by the
signiantly dierent F-measure. We an see that the penalty the distane measure plaes
on sentenes with more onstituents is appropriate in this ase, as it orretly penalizes the
parses that over-generate.
One of the main advantages of the parser swithing framework is that the nal
preditions are as useful as the input beause they maintain all the onstraints that the input
parses maintain. There are no rossing brakets, and as long as the swithing algorithm is
reasonably unbiased the trees are as dense as the input trees. If there are limits on the
produtions available for the parsers and the input parsers obey this limit, then we an
guarantee our output will have the same guarantee. This an be important, for example, if
we are dealing with a translation grammar that is speied as operations on produtions in
the grammar, or if we have partial database queries or other semanti information assoiated
with the nodes in the parse tree. Maintaining an entire tree intat allows us to guarantee
that we do not invalidate the translation or the database query in the proess of produing
a better hypothesis.
The seondary advantage we will see later is that it performs better at getting
sentenes exatly orret than the hybridization methods of onstituent voting and naïve
Bayes onstituent ombination.
3.3.3 Parse Tree Alignment
We have observed that parsing using a simple edit distane between parses propor-
tional to the number of mismathed onstituents gives us good results. There is no reason
to believe that this partiular hoie of edit distane is the best one, though. In this setion
we explore other edit distanes, and provide a general tehnique for editing omplete parses
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using arbitrary (but onstrained) osts of editing onstituents.
The edit distane based on mismathed onstituents is very oarse-grained. It
allows no partially-mathed onstituents, whih we might desire. Consider the sentene:
He mowed the grass down.
There are at least two aeptable parses for this sentene based on dierent inter-
pretations of the word down. In Parse 3.1, the man is mowing down the grass, probably
with a lawn mower, but perhaps with an automati rie. In Parse 3.2, the man is mowing
something that is a ross between grass and soft ne feathers. If we keep only the mathing
onstituents from those two parses, we get the struture in Parse 3.3. It gives no hint that
the verb is transitive and there is very likely a noun phrase inluded inside the verb phrase.
We have lost some information from these hypotheses that we would like to preserve.
S
NP
He
VP
mowed NP
the grass
down
(3.1)
S
NP
He
VP
mowed NP
the grass down
(3.2)
S
NP
He
VP
mowed the grass down
(3.3)
If a third parser produed Parse 3.4, we would feel very ondent that grass is
part of a noun phrase inside the verb phrase, even if we had no other knowledge of English.
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Keeping only the mathing onstituents from any pair, or all of the parses (3.1, 3.2, and 3.4),
we still arrive at Parse 3.3. This is preisely beause the mathed onstituent edit distane
does not dierentiate in any way among the dierenes between these parses. The distane
between any pair under this metri is exatly two edits: one onstituent must be removed,
and one inserted.
S
NP
He
VP
mowed the NP
grass down
(3.4)
The only way we should prefer Parse 3.2 (whih we do), is if it is heaper to edit
it into both Parses 3.1 and 3.4 than it is to edit them into eah other.
We have found a set of onstituents that should have been edited in a way that
yields an intuitive ost struture that does not math the reality of the distane measure we
are using. It seems that it should be easy to work out a distane that is ompatible with our
intuition on a onstituent-by-onstituent basis. To this end we will desribe a novel method
for utilizing a given onstituent-by-onstituent editing ost funtion for omputing an edit
distane (and alignment) between omplete parses.
Consider the relationship between alignment and editing. By alignment we mean
a relation between the sets of onstituents in two parses. In pratial terms, an alignment
desribes a mapping between onstituents in one parse and onstituents in another parse,
where any partiular onstituent needs not be mapped.
Eah alignment orresponds to editing one set of onstituents into another. Con-
stituents that are not mapped (in the relation) are said to be insertions or deletions de-
pending on whih way the editing operation is being viewed. All of the rest of the nodes
are substitutions, one (or many) for the other. In this way we an view the elements of
the relation together with the onstituents missing from the relation as editing operations.
Several fats quikly beome lear:
• For eah alignment there is a unique editing ost. That is the sum of the ost of
substituting the onstituents in the relation together with the ost of inserting the
onstituents not involved in the relation.
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• Depending on the editing ost funtion, there may be many alignments that produe
the same editing ost between sets of onstituents. We need only give an example to
prove this. Consider the distane funtion we gave earlier, mismathed onstituents.
If we have two onstituents on the left hand side that math a single onstituent on
the right hand side, it will be heapest to align a pair of them, and the remainder
remains unaligned. The hoie we make in piking whih onstituent from the pair
yields our proof.
• The minimal edit distane between sets of onstituents an be proven by showing an
alignment for the set whose ost is the edit distane. The alignment is a ertiate for
the edit distane.
• Verifying an alignment assoiated with an edit distane is a polynomial undertaking
beause verifying the alignment itself is polynomial (given that the edit ost funtion is
polynomial). Unless there is some algebrai shortut, verifying a minimal edit distane
will require us to nd an alignment. For this reason it is typially onsidered more
prudent (and possible) to set out to nd the minimal alignment rst, instead of looking
for shortuts to omputing a minimal edit distane.
Below we will give a polynomial algorithm for nding minimum-ost alignments
with a few onstraints on the edit ost funtion via a redution to nding a minimum weight
edge over of a bipartite graph.
Both Oazer [76℄ and Calder [20℄ have previously presented tehniques for aligning
linguisti trees. Oazer's tehnique rst onverts the tree representation into a list of paths
from the root to the leaves of the tree. It then ompares those path lists using standard
dynami programming approahes to omputing edit distane. The motivation for his ap-
proah is omputing approximate math between trees to failitate database searh. It is
not lear that the indued alignment between the path lists represents simple edit operations
on trees.
Calder's tehnique for aligning trees is a bottom-up exat math strategy. A orre-
spondene between the yields of two trees is made, and one grounded on that map between
yields, the onstituents an be ompared by omparing their yields. This tehnique allows
no partial onstituent mathes, and is well suited to produing alignments with the goal of
omparing parses to a referene orpus.
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Our work is signiantly dierent from Calder's in that we are not requiring aligned
onstituents to be stritly nested one inside the other. We are impliitly ignoring the global
struture in piking aligning onstituents, and we explore many distane measures between
onstituents. Furthermore, our algorithm is arrived at from a dierent set of onstraints
than Calder's. The work is dierent from Oazer's tree-mathing algorithm in that this
work is not performing an approximate math. We are diretly minimizing the metris we
show. Our representation is dierent from Oazer's, as well. We use a bag of onstituents,
and he uses a vertex list sequene.
Constraints and Formalities
We assume we are given a well-dened distane (edit ost) between onstituents.
By well-dened we mean:
• The edit distane be stritly positive, d(X,Y ) ≥ 0. Negative osts for edits are
meaningless.
• The distane must be onservative, d(X,X) = 0. There is no editing ost required to
leave a onstituent unedited.
• The distane must be symmetri, d(X,Y ) = d(Y,X). Editing is naturally a symmetri
operation, as an insertion into on parse is equivalent to a deletion from the other. Also,
substitutions should ost the same amount regardless of their diretionality.
• The distane must handle insertions and deletions by reognizing the NULL on-
stituent, d(X,NULL). The ost of deleting a onstituent X is d(X,NULL). To
preserve symmetry we must likewise onstrain the ost of inserting a new onstituent
to d(X,NULL).
• We do not want to onstrain the distane to prevent onstituents from moving large
distanes, or even outside of parenting onstituents.
We will give the parse editing (alternatively alignment) proess some liberty, espe-
ially in light of the onstraints imposed by the edit distane riteria. Our requirements for
the parse alignment are:
• Eah left side onstituent must map to zero, one, or more right side onstituents. The
mapping to zero onstituents will be indiated by an alignment with NULL.
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• We want to reover the heapest alignment, orresponding to the heapest sequene
of onstituent edits produing the right side parse from the left side parse.
• The edit distane assoiated with the alignment must be symmetri and obey the
triangle inequality. This is so we an use it in onjuntion with the distane-based
parser swithing algorithm and still enjoy the good performane bounds from Lemma
3.2.
Edge Covering Weighted Bipartite Graphs
Algorithm 3.4: Aligning Parses by Aligning Constituents
1. From the two parses, πi and πj , for a sentene reate the onstituent sets Si and Sj
in the usual fashion.
2. Add the distinguished element, NULL, to eah of the onstituent sets.
3. Create a bipartite graph, G = (V,E), with bipartition (Si, Sj) suh that E ⊆ (Si×Sj).
4. Let eah edge be weighted by the ost of editing between its endpoints into eah other:
w(v1, v2) = d(v1, v2).
5. Convert to linear program. We want to nd aij to minimize
∑
(vi,vj)∈E
aijw(vi, vj) (3.11)
subjet to the onstraints that the verties must be overed by at least one inoming
or outgoing edge:
(∀vi)
∑
vj∈Sj
aij ≥ 1 (3.12)
(∀vj)
∑
vi∈Si
aij ≥ 1 (3.13)
6. Those edges for whih the orresponding aij = 1 are the ones inluded in the nal
alignment.
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It is well known that solving these types of linear programs results in integer
(binary in this ase) weights on the edges [48℄. In these ases we are solving what looks
like an NP-omplete integer programming problem using available polynomial algorithms
for linear programming.
6
Reall that linear programming is a tehnique for maximizing or minimizing a
linear funtion subjet to a onvex set of onstraints. The simplex algorithm is a worst-ase
exponential time algorithm for solving linear programming instanes, but the bad ases are
rare. The simpliity of the implementation of the simplex algorithm makes it the algorithm
of hoie for most linear programming appliations, even though there exist theoretially
better (polynomial) algorithms for nding solutions. Furthermore, the bad ases for the
simplex algorithm are rare. In our experiments, use of the simplex algorithm was not a
bottlenek. It is muh faster than the individual parsers we ombined.
The alignment produed by the algorithm yields an edit distane between the two
parses equal to the value of the resulting over,
∑
aij=1
aijd(vi, vj).
Figures 3.4 through 3.10 depit the steps of the algorithm as it would be run on
an artiial but realisti example. The edge weights are omitted for aestheti purposes.
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(PP,18,21)
(NP,13,17)
(PP,15,17)
(NP,15,17)
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(NP,15,19)
(NP,13,19)
(PP,15,19)
Figure 3.4: Alignment  Two Parses As Bipartite Graph
6
We used the freely available simplex-based linear programming pakage written by Mihel Berkelaar,
LP_SOLVE, to solve these problems. It is available from ftp://ftp.es.ele.tue.nl/pub/lp_solve. While
there exist ases for the simplex method that make it worst-ase non-polynomial, we had no diulties in
using it in our experiments.
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(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(PP,18,21)
(NP,13,17)
(PP,15,17)
(NP,15,17)
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(NP,15,19)
(NP,13,19)
(PP,15,19)
NULL NULL
Figure 3.5: Alignment  Adding Null Nodes
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(PP,18,21)
(NP,13,17)
(PP,15,17)
(NP,15,17)
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(NP,15,19)
(NP,13,19)
(PP,15,19)
NULL NULL
Figure 3.6: Alignment  Exat Mathes Aligned
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(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(PP,18,21)
(NP,13,17)
(PP,15,17)
(NP,15,17)
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(NP,15,19)
(NP,13,19)
(PP,15,19)
NULL NULL
Figure 3.7: Alignment  Unaligned Nodes Are Fully Conneted
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(PP,18,21)
(NP,13,17)
(PP,15,17)
(NP,15,17)
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(NP,15,19)
(NP,13,19)
(PP,15,19)
NULL NULL
Figure 3.8: Alignment  Remaining Forward Edges
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(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(PP,18,21)
(NP,13,17)
(PP,15,17)
(NP,15,17)
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(NP,15,19)
(NP,13,19)
(PP,15,19)
NULL NULL
Figure 3.9: Alignment  Remaining Reverse Edges
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(PP,18,21)
(NP,13,17)
(PP,15,17)
(NP,15,17)
(S,1,30)
(NP,1,10)
(VP,11,29)
(NP,1,5)
(NP,13,25)
(NP,15,19)
(NP,13,19)
(PP,15,19)
NULL NULL
Figure 3.10: Alignment  Result of Linear Program
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Constituent Edit Distanes
To explore the utility of the alignment algorithm, we require a test bed of on-
stituent alignment distanes. We experimented with many dierent distanes, and reating
or hoosing one remains an art. We may have impliitly over-t our model to the devel-
opment test data through our experimentation. This is one of the main shortomings of
non-parametri methods, and it is very hard to avoid if one wants to do any exploration of
non-parametri methods in an empirial researh setting. The results on the separate test
set are presented in setion 3.5, and that evaluation provides a sanity hek on the methods.
Here we will list a sampling of the distanes we used, together with a brief de-
sription of eah one. There are some notational issues to disuss rst, though. If X is a
onstituent, then we denote its label by Xl. Its left index is Xi and its right index is Xj .
If the onstituent X mathes onstituent Y in all three of these features, we say X = Y .
Individual prediates are onjuntively joined with , and disjuntively joined with or.
Finally, we must omment on our use of ∞ in the distane measures. Linear
programs and linear programming pakages typially require nite, real-valued weights. In
order to aommodate this in a pratial manner, we replaed the∞ value in these distanes
with a number larger than the weight of any possible alignment exluding an ∞. We ould
bound the value by simply summing the weights on all the nite-weighted edges and doubling
it. That value substituted for ∞ was large enough that we would notie them as spurious
output when the program was run. As expeted, no innite-valued edge was ever hosen
as an edge for an alignment.
dKronecker(X,Y ) =


0 X = Y
1 X 6= Y , X = NULL or Y = NULL
∞ X 6= Y , X 6= NULL, Y 6= NULL
(3.14)
The rst distane, named Kroneker after the Kroneker delta funtion, is given in
Equation 3.14. The value for this alignment is the number of mismathed onstituents, as
they will eah be aligned to NULL with a ost of 1.
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dpiecewise(X,Y ) =


0 X = Y
2 X 6= Y , X = NULL or Y = NULL
3 only one of


Xi 6= Yi
Xj 6= Yj
Xl 6= Yl
∞ otherwise
(3.15)
In Equation 3.15 we have a distane that is similar to the Kroneker distane,
exept that it allows a pair of onstituents to be aligned to eah other if they dier in
exatly one feature: label, left index, or right index. The ost of suh a mathing is 3, versus
a ost of 4 to align eah of the onstituents to the orresponding NULL (a ost of 2 for eah
of the mismathed pair).
dlooselabel(X,Y ) =


0 X = Y
2 X 6= Y , X = NULL or Y = NULL
3 Xi = Yi, Xj = Yj , Xl 6= Yl
∞ Xi 6= Yi or Xj 6= Yj
(3.16)
The looselabel distane given in Equation 3.16 is similar to the pieewise distane,
exept only the label on the onstituent is allowed to mismath.
dlinear(X,Y ) =


0 X = Y
Xj −Xi Y = NULL
Yj − Yi X = NULL
∞ Xl 6= Yl
∞ Xi 6= Yi,Xj 6= Yj
|Xj − Yj|+ |Xi − Yi| otherwise
(3.17)
The linear edit distane given in Equation 3.17 is an attempt to penalize editing
onstituents that have wildly dierent spans into eah other. It does so by assigning a ost
to editing onstituents proportional to the dierene in spans between the onstituents. It
also requires that the labels on the onstituents math, as well as at least one edge. This is
not the rst distane we tried that introdued linear penalties for editing onstituents, but
it was one of the better ones.
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dstringent(X,Y ) =


0 X = Y
2 Y = NULL or X = NULL
∞ Xi 6= Yi, Xj 6= Yj
∞ Xl 6= Yl, (Xi 6= Yi or Xj 6= Yj)
3 Xl 6= Yl,Xi = Yi,Xj = Yj
3(|Xj − Yj|+ |Xi − Yi|) otherwise
(3.18)
The stringent distane allows onstituent labels to mismath if the spans are the
same, and it allows one edge of the span to mismath if the label and the other edge of the
span is the same. Still, it does not allow the span to mismath by more than one token.
Distane P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
linear 90.04 89.39 89.71 89.71 38.0
pieewise 90.17 89.55 89.86 89.86 38.0
Kroneker 90.22 89.55 89.88 89.88 37.9
loose label 90.26 89.63 89.95 89.95 38.3
stringent 90.27 89.63 89.95 89.95 38.3
Best Individual 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63 34.9
Table 3.8: Parser Swithing Using Centroid Approximation
In Table 3.8 we see the result of performing distane-based parser swithing using
the alignment ost produed us the various onstituent edit distanes. The leftmost olumn
indiates the onstituent edit distane that was used in onjuntion with the alignment and
distane algorithms. The other olumns are the same as in the other performane tables.
The dierene between the pieewise and Kroneker models is not signiant, and neither
is the dierene between the loose label and stringent systems.
It appears that the loose label distane is the best one to use for aligning Treebank
parses. This ould be beause there are onstituent labels in the Treebank that behave sim-
ilarly enough that interhanging them does not make a big dierene on resolving syntati
ambiguity. Another reason ould be that the weaker parsers might be good at nding the
spans for onstituents but not as good at labelling them.
The performane dierene between the Kroneker system and the previously dis-
ussed distane-based parser swithing algorithm using mismathed onstituents is a result
of the two programs breaking ties in a dierent (arbitrary) way. The two algorithms are
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equivalent in analysis otherwise. We an see from this how little the arbitrary tie-breaking
aets performane. Ties were broken in the same manner for all of the systems in Table
3.8.
The Consensus Parse
This method for approximating entroids in the parse spae an also be used as a
rst step for building a new kind of onsensus parse, similar to onstituent voting.
Given these alignments between pairs of parses and a threshold t, we an build an
ad ho hybrid parse in the following way:
Algorithm 3.5: Consensus Parse from Pairwise Alignments
Input: Bipartite alignment graphs and ost threshold t for deiding when to stop hypothe-
sizing onstituents.
1. Initialize C to the empty set and G as the obvious union of the bipartite alignment
graphs.
2. Merge all NULL nodes in G.
3. For eah onstituent c in eah parse, ompute the ost f(c) to edit that onstituent
into eah of its neighbors N(c) given by the alignments.
f(c) =
∑
c′∈N(c)
d(c, c′) (3.19)
4. Let c∗ = argmin
c∈V (G),c 6=NULL
f(c)
5. If (f(c∗) > t) then output the urrent hybrid, C and quit.
6. C ← C ∪ {c∗}.
7. Remove c∗ and all c′ ∈ N(c) from G.
8. If the graphs are empty (aside from NULL), output C and quit.
This is an ad ho greedy algorithm, attempting to maximize the ondene on
the onstituents that are being put into the hybrid. Typially t is hosen to math the
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onstituent editing funtion and in the same manner, not by estimating it on data.
Distane P R (P+R)/2 F
linear 87.89 89.27 88.58 88.58
pieewise 92.24 88.83 90.54 90.50
stringent 92.11 89.13 90.62 90.60
loose label 92.10 89.15 90.63 90.60
Kroneker 92.09 89.18 90.64 90.61
Best Individual 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63
Table 3.9: Parser Swithing Using Consensus Approximation
Limitations
We build the onsensus in this ad ho, greedy fashion beause we must work with
pairwise alignments. Multiple alignments of this sort are intratable as we add parsers, and
it is not lear what goodness measure we would want to maximize in produing a multiple
alignment in the rst plae. In short, edge overing k-partite graphs is exponential in k.
This algorithm is a greedy approximation to it.
3.4 Adding Parameters
Non-parametri methods help us develop initial results and get a sense for the
feasibility of our method. In this setion we develop parametri versions of ombining by
onstituent voting and parser swithing. We use few parameters in this proess beause we
have very little training data. Estimating too many parameters will undoubtedly yield a
model with estimates based on insuient statistis.
3.4.1 Independent Constituents
As in the non-parametri ase, eah member hands the ombiner a set of tuples of
the form (s, e, l) for eah sentene, where s is the start index for the onstituent, e is the
ending index, and l is the label.
We then formulate the ombination of voters as a binary lassiation problem.
First we make the onstitueny independene assumption: assume eah onstituent is in-
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dependently seletable. This is inonsistent with the notion of a parse tree, but it an still
produe a useful struture.
For eah onstituent c we are interested in P (π(c)|M1 . . .Mk) where Mi is the
random variable whih takes a value from {true, false} depending on whether parser i
ontains that onstituent in its nal parse.
We an use a naïve Bayes model [35℄ to produe an estimate of this probability.
Naïve Bayes makes the assumption that all of the random variables we ondition on are in-
dependent. This assumption exatly mathes the assumption we are making in endeavoring
to ombine these parsers in the rst plae. In this way the naïve Bayes modeling tehnique
is well mathed to our problem.
In more detail we rst uses Bayes's law to make the transformation:
P (π(c)|M1 . . .Mk) =
P (M1 . . .Mk|π(c))P (π(c))
P (M1 . . .Mk)
(3.20)
Then we assume the Mi variables are pairwise independent.
P (π(c))
P (M1 . . .Mk|π(c))
P (M1 . . .Mk)
= P (π(c))
k∏
i=1
P (Mi|π(c))
P (Mi)
(3.21)
We an throw away the denominator beause we are atually only interested in the
value of π(c) that is larger. We an then transform the expression into terms we an ollet
from a orpus.
P (π(c))
k∏
i=1
P (Mi|π(c))
P (Mi)
= P (π(c))
k∏
i=1
P (Mi|π(c)) (3.22)
P (π(c) = true)
k∏
i=1
P (Mi|π(c) = true) =
C(π(c) = true)∑
X C(π(c) = X)
k∏
i=1
C(Mi, π(c) = true)
C(π(c) = true)
(3.23)
The C(•) family of funtions return the ount instanes of o-ourrenes of their
arguments in a training set.
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We use Laplaian (sometimes Lidstone's) smoothing while estimating to avoid as-
signing zero probability to novel events [61, 65℄. Laplaian smoothing, sometimes known
as add-one smoothing, is equivalent to adding one to the number of times eah possible
event was seen in the orpus before estimating probabilities. Lidstone's smoothing is similar,
exept an unspeied parameter, λ is added to the number of times eah possible event was
seen. Both smoothing shemes are linear ombinations of the observed frequenies with the
uniform distribution.
This is the simplest form of a naïve Bayes lassier for this problem. It uses one
parameter per parser. On our training set it performs identially to the seond row of Table
3.6. This is not surprising sine we are using only three parsers and they dier very little in
auray. The robustness of this model when adding a poor parser is desribed in Setion
3.5.
Context
There are a number of andidate ontexts that may indiate how we should dis-
tribute our trust aross the ensemble members:
• Constituent Label (l)
• Constituent length (e− s)
• Parent label (anestor label)
• Sentene length
Polling pattern (i.e. for andidate onstituent x, π1(x) = 1∧π2(x) = 0∧π3(x) = 1)
is not a reasonable andidate for a ontext. There are too many polling patterns to hoose
from (the set grows exponentially in the ensemble size). The parameter spae is simply too
large to yield any reliable probability estimates on our small datasets.
In the following formulation, π(c) is the binary random variable we are estimating.
Its value indiates whether we feel this onstituent should be in the parse. T is the random
variable indiating the label (e.g. NP, VP) on the onstituent. Mi is the binary predition
parser i provides for the partiular labelled onstituent in question. Alternatively, for some
i, Mi an desribe the value of ontextual features around the onstituent in question. In
fat, one an view the votes of the member parsers as merely more features to throw into
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the lassier. We all this model the Copredition Model. It requires many parameters,
speially O(kn) where k is the number of values the oprediting feature an take on and
n is the number of parameters in a model without ontext.
P (π(c), T = t|M1 . . .Mk) =
P (M1 . . .Mk|π(c), T )P (π(c), T )
P (M1 . . .Mk)
(3.24)
= P (π(c), T )P (M1 . . .Mk|π(c), T ) (3.25)
= P (π(c), T )
k∏
i=1
P (Mi|π(c), T ) (3.26)
P (π(c)|T,M1 . . .Mk) =
∑
t
P (π(c), t)P (M1 . . .Mk|π(c), t) (3.27)
This derivation is exatly the same as in Equation 3.21 exept that we are prediting
both membership in the parse and the ontext of the parse. Sine we are sure of the ontext
of the parse, the result we use is P (π(c), T = t) where t is the partiular observed ontext.
The probabilities are estimated similarly to those in Equation 3.23.
Another way to add ontext is shown below. We all this the Independent Context
Model. Here the ontext serves only to hange the threshold at whih we use our estimate
of P (π(c)|M1 . . .Mk). We adjust the threshold by P (T |π(c)) to aount for the partiular
ontext we observe. This proess an easily be repeated by inserting an adjustment fator
for eah of the ontexts desired. This formulation uses as few parameters as possible among
formulations inluding ontexts. It needs only O(k+n) where k and n are as we mentioned
before. Sine so few parameters are needed, it is muh easier to gather suient statistis
for eah of them. It is ruial that the ontexts be independent in this ase, as well as
independent of the preditors, as that is the assumption we use to move from Equation 3.29
to Equation 3.30.
P (π(c)|T,M1 . . .Mk) =
P (M1 . . .Mk|π(c), T )P (π(c))
P (T,M1 . . .Mk)
(3.28)
= P (π(c))P (T,M1 . . .Mk|π(c)) (3.29)
= P (π(c))P (T |π(c))
k∏
i=1
P (Mi|π(c), T ) (3.30)
In the Copredition Model, we are prediting the label on the onstituent and its
membership in the hypothesis parse simultaneously given the preditions of the parsers. In
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the Independent Context Model we rst predit the label given the preditions of the parsers,
and then membership in the hypothesis parse based on the label and the preditions of the
parsers.
These models are eah somewhat arbitrary ways to introdue ontext without
requiring a tabular estimation of the entire joint distribution P (π(c),M1 . . .Mk). The reason
we avoid it is that we expet the size of the ensemble to eventually grow to inlude many
parsers. As k gets large, lling the table to estimate that distribution diretly from relative
frequenies requires a large orpus that ould potentially be better used to train the member
parsers.
We tested eah of these models of ontext on our parser outputs using the ontexts
desribed above. The results an be seen in Table 3.10. The model types are indep or
opredit to desribe whether the partiular model was using the opredition or indepen-
dent ontext tehniques. Among the ontexts, tag represents the tag on the onstituent
(e.g. NP, VP), parenttag represents similarly the tag on the parent onstituent, length
is a ontinuous feature representing the span of the onstituent, and slength is the length
of the sentene. The singular appearane of tag&parenttag represents a feature whose
values are pairs onsisting of the tag of the onstituent and the tag of the parent of the
onstituent.
Fewer and smaller ontexts are used with the opredition model beause of the
way it blows up the parameter spae. These results are from the training set, the same set
used for estimating the probabilities. None of the ontext added to the model gave large
improvements to the F-measure.
Negative Results
The results in Table 3.10 are disouraging. None of the ontexts added muh to
the preditive power of our models. Furthermore, the gain seen in the last row of that table
versus ombining by non-parametri demorati voting or by ontext-less naïve Bayes is not
enough to show that the training set preision and reall of the hypotheses are signiantly
dierent in their preditions on the training set at a 90% ondene level. In short, noth-
ing helped. The estimation error indued by using these models and adding parameters
overshadowed any redution we ahieved by utilizing more desriptive models.
We annot prove that there is not some set of ontexts that will give us a gain in
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Model Context P R (P+R)/2 F
indep tag,length,parenttag 91.81 89.10 90.46 90.43
opredit tag 91.26 89.71 90.49 90.48
indep length 91.63 89.43 90.53 90.52
indep tag&parenttag 91.96 89.17 90.56 90.54
indep tag 92.05 89.22 90.63 90.61
indep slength 92.06 89.20 90.63 90.61
opredit length 92.14 89.15 90.64 90.62
opredit slength 91.95 89.44 90.69 90.68
Best Individual 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63
Naïve Bayes 92.09 89.18 90.64 90.61
Table 3.10: Results of Bayes with Context (Training Set)
auray. However, we an analyze our data using these partiular ontexts to get a feel for
why ontext does not provide a gain. In partiular, we are interested in instanes where it
is desirable to trust one parser more than the onsensus of the other two parsers. If there
is no ontext in whih a single parser performs better than the other two, then there is no
way we an use ontext information to perform better than majority vote or simple naïve
Bayes.
A statisti we are interested in is the preision of a parser on those samples for
whih it disagrees with the majority opinion. In our senario this an only happen when
the other two parsers agree and the parser in question disagrees with their hypothesis. The
formula for the preision is given in Equation 3.31 where majority is the operator that
produes a set onsisting of elements appearing in a majority of the given sets, and SPi is
the set of onstituents produed by Parser i. We all the measure isolated preision beause
it is the preision the parser an ahieve on onstituents that only it believes should be in
the parse. When the isolated preision is less than 50%, adding the onstituents in question
to the set will result in adding more errors than orret preditions. When it is greater than
50%, adding those preditions will result in a gain over the majority preditor. We an get
some idea of whether partitioning the predition spae using a partiular ontext will be
helpful by looking for plaes in that partitioning where the isolated preision is greater than
50%.
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Pisolated(Pi) =
|(SPi −majority
j 6=i
SPi) ∩ Strue|
|SPi −majority
j 6=i
SPi |
(3.31)
Constituent Parser1 Parser2 Parser3
Label ount P ount P ount P
ADJP 132 28.78 215 21.86 173 34.10
ADVP 150 25.33 129 21.70 102 31.37
CONJP 2 50.00 8 37.50 3 0.00
FRAG 51 3.92 29 27.58 11 9.09
INTJ 3 66.66 1 100.00 2 50.00
LST 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
NAC 0 NA 13 53.84 7 14.28
NP 1489 21.08 1550 18.38 1178 27.33
NX 7 85.71 9 22.22 3 0.00
PP 732 23.63 643 20.06 503 27.83
PRN 20 55.00 33 54.54 38 15.78
PRT 12 16.66 20 40.00 16 37.50
QP 21 38.09 34 44.11 76 14.47
RRC 1 0.00 1 0.00 2 0.00
S 757 13.73 482 23.65 434 38.94
SBAR 331 11.78 196 23.97 178 34.83
SBARQ 0 NA 6 16.66 3 0.00
SINV 3 66.66 11 81.81 13 30.76
SQ 2 0 11 18.18 3 33.33
UCP 6 16.66 12 8.33 8 12.50
VP 868 13.36 630 24.12 477 35.42
WHADJP 0 NA 0 NA 1 0.00
WHADVP 2 100.00 5 40.00 1 100.00
WHNP 33 33.33 8 25.00 17 58.82
WHPP 0 NA 0 NA 2 100.00
X 0 NA 2 100.00 1 0.00
Table 3.11: Isolated Constituent Preision By Context
Tables 3.11 and 3.12 give values for Pisolated(Pi) under restrition to onstituent
label and parent's onstituent label ontexts respetively. Notie that in most of the sit-
uations in whih the preisions are greater than 50% the number of times those ontexts
appear is insigniant. In the training set from whih these numbers were alulated a 0.1
perent improvement in preision requires approximately 40 more orret preditions (or
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Parent Parser1 Parser2 Parser3
Label ount P ount P ount P
ADJP 46 30.43 87 20.68 58 24.13
ADVP 21 19.04 31 22.58 26 34.61
FRAG 37 21.62 10 0.00 9 33.33
NAC 0 NA 3 66.66 2 100.00
NP 1081 22.57 1320 19.01 1034 25.82
NULL 194 0 0 NA 0 NA
NX 4 100.00 0 NA 0 NA
PP 445 26.06 447 21.47 360 27.77
PRN 27 59.25 22 40.90 28 25.00
RRC 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00
S 1111 10.53 672 22.47 543 33.70
SBAR 240 19.58 184 24.45 177 35.02
SBARQ 0 NA 8 50.00 4 25.00
SINV 15 60.00 33 27.27 16 31.25
SQ 6 33.33 11 27.27 9 33.33
TOP 8 100.00 59 30.50 24 37.50
UCP 4 25.00 9 44.44 2 100.00
VP 1378 20.10 1146 22.94 952 34.24
WHADJP 1 100.00 0 NA 0 NA
WHADVP 0 NA 3 66.66 0 NA
WHNP 1 0.00 2 50.00 7 71.42
WHPP 0 NA 0 NA 0 NA
X 2 100.00 0 NA 0 NA
Table 3.12: Isolated Constituent Preision by Parent Label
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about 40 fewer inorret preditions).
The graphs in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show how the same value varies by sentene
length and onstituent length respetively. We see the same eet in these graphs. When
the graph of isolated preision is over 50%, the number of ourrenes of the partiular
ontext is so small that the possible gain is small and often insigniant.
In Tables 3.13 and 3.14 we break down the (standard) preision that eah parser is
able to attain by the onstituent label and the label on the parent of the onstituent. This
gives us an idea of how the parsers perform in isolation and how little they dier in assorting
their auray aross the onstituent types.
From Table 3.13 we an alulate the preision and reall we an ahieve by as-
sembling a parser that deides to trust the most preise parser for eah onstituent. For
example, we would trust Parser3 for onstituents with label NP beause it has the highest
preision for that label. If we built this parser we would get a preision of 88.97% and a reall
of 88.07%. This yields an F-measure of 88.52%, substantially worse than the best individual
parser. The F-measure is worse beause preision goes up but reall would derease in this
ase when ompared to the best individual parser.
Our goal is to maximize F-measure but we piked the parser with the highest
preision for eah of the partitions indued by the onstituent label ontext. This is not
beause hoosing in this manner maximizes F-measure. F-measure is a global measure, and
as suh is very hard to maximize [45℄. This is beause an imbalane favoring preision for
one partition and an imbalane favoring reall for another partition an ombine to yield a
higher F-measure than when the partitions are individually set to optimize F-measure.
We should not be surprised that the ontexts we investigate make little dierene
in our deision-making apability for ombining these parsers. The parsers were all trained
with these ontexts (and more) in mind. Their reators have done a good job of taking
advantage of the tendenies of ertain strutures to be found only in ertain ontexts.
Experiment: Adding a base noun phrase hunker
In order to again further test the eay of our ontext-dependent ombination
tehniques, we added the Ramshaw and Marus base noun phrase hunker [82℄ to the ensem-
ble. The hunker attempts to predit whih phrases appear as non-reursive noun phrases in
a parse, the noun phrases that are lowest in the tree. It is designed for appliations that do
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ision and Sentene Length
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Constituent Parser1 Parser2 Parser3
Label ount P ount P ount P
ADJP 688 75.58 832 68.75 810 73.95
ADVP 1227 82.23 1182 82.74 1195 85.02
CONJP 19 73.68 25 64.00 15 60.00
FRAG 65 13.84 43 32.55 14 14.28
INTJ 8 87.50 6 83.33 9 77.77
LST 4 100.00 3 100.00 2 100.00
NAC 5 100.00 24 75.00 19 68.42
NP 18747 88.92 18884 88.39 18718 90.25
NX 10 90.00 12 41.66 3 0.00
PP 5620 82.36 5544 81.78 5530 84.61
PRN 102 85.29 114 81.57 116 68.96
PRT 142 77.46 177 76.27 170 77.05
QP 472 88.77 503 85.88 539 78.47
RRC 1 0.00 2 0.00 3 0.00
S 5753 83.45 5584 88.07 5671 89.70
SBAR 1776 78.15 1703 85.49 1742 87.25
SBARQ 4 75.00 10 40.00 7 57.14
SINV 28 78.57 141 92.19 149 88.59
SQ 10 80.00 22 59.09 15 86.66
UCP 11 45.45 22 40.90 17 52.94
VP 8811 85.81 8733 89.12 8758 90.64
WHADJP 3 66.66 1 0.00 4 50.00
WHADVP 122 96.72 130 93.07 124 95.96
WHNP 438 93.60 293 96.92 423 96.69
WHPP 21 100.00 17 100.00 25 100.00
X 1 100.00 4 100.00 3 66.66
Table 3.13: Constituent Preision By Context
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Parent Parser1 Parser2 Parser3
Label ount P ount P ount P
ADJP 362 80.38 410 72.43 390 77.17
ADVP 216 83.33 221 81.90 230 83.47
FRAG 72 55.55 49 71.42 48 85.41
NAC 2 100.00 6 83.33 6 100.00
NP 10670 85.41 10831 83.63 10661 85.90
NULL 194 0.00 0 NA 0 NA
NX 8 100.00 4 100.00 3 100.00
PP 5621 88.82 5667 87.87 5636 89.51
PRN 149 81.87 151 74.17 154 70.12
RRC 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00
S 11232 87.38 10975 91.37 11019 92.59
SBAR 2315 86.86 2198 88.85 2369 90.20
SBARQ 10 100.00 21 80.95 17 82.35
SINV 339 94.98 442 92.30 445 95.05
SQ 30 80.00 36 69.44 34 76.47
TOP 2294 97.25 2431 96.25 2409 97.50
UCP 29 89.65 36 86.11 27 100.00
VP 10501 81.92 10489 83.14 10583 85.39
WHADJP 1 100.00 0 NA 0 NA
WHADVP 0 NA 3 66.66 0 NA
WHNP 14 78.57 12 91.66 20 80.00
WHPP 24 100.00 25 100.00 25 100.00
X 4 100.00 3 100.00 4 100.00
Table 3.14: Constituent Preision by Parent Label
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not require full parsing, and generally runs muh faster than a full-blown parser. Ramshaw
and Marus used transformation-based learning to indue a set of transformation rules that
an be quikly run over a large orpus to produe base NP brakets.
The expetation for adding the hunker to the ensemble was that the Bayes teh-
nique would learn to trust the hunker, or at least utilize the hunker's deisions when
dealing with NP tags.
Model Context P R (P+R)/2 F
indep tag 91.62 89.44 90.53 90.52
opredit tag 91.44 89.14 90.29 90.28
Best Individual 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63
Naïve Bayes (3) 92.09 89.18 90.64 90.61
Naïve Bayes (4) 91.60 89.57 90.59 90.57
Table 3.15: Results of Inluding a Noun Phrase Chunker
In Table 3.15 we an see the result of using the independent onstituents and
opredition models for ombining the four systems. Both of these results are worse than
the naïve Bayes model for the three parsers, as well as the naïve Bayes result when the
hunker is added to the group. Also, both of these models predit with signiantly lower
preision than the naïve Bayes(3) model.
Model P R (P+R)/2 F
Parser1 88.92 89.93 89.43 89.42
Parser2 88.39 90.05 89.22 89.21
Parser3 90.25 91.14 90.69 90.69
Majority(1-3) 93.30 92.17 92.73 92.73
NP hunker 93.59 68.87 81.23 79.34
Table 3.16: Parser Performane on Noun Phrases
Further study enables us to deide why we gained nothing from introduing suh
an intuitively appealing soure of noun phrase annotations. In Table 3.16 we show the
performane of the parsers and hunker on only those onstituents that are labelled with
NP. While the preision for the hunker is signiantly higher than the majority vote of the
three parsers, note that the reall for the hunker is muh lower than the other systems.
This happens beause the hunker is prediting only non-reursive noun phrases. All noun
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phrases that ontain a nested noun phrase are by denition not targets for the hunker to
predit. That is why the ombined system takes a performane hit when the hunker is
added: when the hunker says a onstituent should be a noun phrase it is a little more
aurate than the majority vote, but when it says the onstituent is not a noun phrase it is
wrong on all of the non-base noun phrases.
To summarize the laims, we estimated the portion of the noun phrase onstituent
inlusion deisions that were orretly predited by the hunker, and on whih the majority
of the three parsers disagreed. This value was only 48%, indiating that the hunker was
performing worse than hane on preditions it was asked to make about onstituents that
it had a hane to help predit. This is probably not a oinidene. The hunker was only
designed to predit the non-reursive noun phrases. Inorporating it into the ombined
model would require a speialized model that inluded a notion of base-ness of a noun
phrase. While it ould prove useful to pursue ombination tehniques in whih suh a
feature an easily be speied, none of our models an take it diretly into aount.
3.4.2 Pruning into Trees
The parametri models we have developed so far have not enfored a tree onstraint.
There is nothing stopping these independently-predited onstituents from induing rossing
strutures in the parse tree. In this ase, pruning of the rossing onstituents ould be
explored. Our negative results from this setion did not suggest there would be any value
in pursuing this line of researh at the present time, though.
However, when we are using the simplest naïve Bayes onguration with no ontext,
requiring estimated onstituent probabilities stritly larger than 0.5 to inlude them in the
parse, the result from Lemma 3.1 enables us to say that no rossing brakets will appear in
the nal hypothesis.
3.4.3 Parser Swithing
Just as in Setion 3.3.2, we an try to beat the Parser Swith Orale using our
models. As shown above, ontext gives us very little if any gain, so we will not inorporate it
into our swithing model. It ould be the ase that small gains in the naïve Bayes probability
model an make larger gains in the swithing algorithm, but that is not the purpose of this
investigation. We rst reformulate the problem as shown below. We are interested hoosing
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P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
90.13 89.65 89.89 89.89 38.4
Table 3.17: Naïve Bayes Parser Swithing
the parse among the input parses that maximizes the probability of orretness for eah of
its onstituents (and preditions on missing onstituents). We treat those preditions as
independent.
argmax
pii
P (πi|M1 . . .Mk) = argmax
pii
∏
c
P (πi(c)|M1 . . .Mk)
= argmax
pii
∏
c
P (M1 . . .Mk|πi(c))P (πi(c))
P (M1 . . .Mk)
= argmax
pii
∏
c
P (πi(c))
k∏
j=1
P (Mj |πi(c))
P (Mj)
= argmax
pii
∏
c
P (πi(c))
k∏
j=1
P (Mj |πi(c))
The results (as shown in Table 3.17) are better than those ahieved in the unsu-
pervised, non-parametri parser swithing experiment (from Table 3.7). Intuitively, this is
beause we have more faith in the preditions of the better parsers. The andidate parse
that agrees more with the better parsers is preferred to those that agree more with the
parsers that perform worse.
3.5 Final Evaluation
After developing all of our models we evaluated them on the 1700 sentenes in the
test orpus. This setion gives a full aount of those results.
3.5.1 Test Set
We have made some performane laims on our training data. The laims are
summarized below and in Table 3.18.
1. A signiant preision and reall boost an be attained using simple non-parametri
demorati voting on onstituents.
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2. A signiant preision and reall boost an be attained using non-parametri parser
swithing. This is useful when we want to preserve onstraints on the produtions in
the parses.
3. A signiant preision and reall boost an be attained using parametri parser swith-
ing, and the gain is larger than the non-parametri version.
4. Parser swithing by approximating the entroid using parse edit distane suggests we
an more preisely pik parses than by using Bayes parser swithing. This is odd
beause this is an unsupervised method that surpasses the omparable supervised
method. The dierene in F-measure is merely suggestive, though.
Referene / System P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
Average Individual Parser 87.14 86.91 87.02 87.02 30.8
Best Individual Parser 88.73 88.54 88.63 88.63 35.0
Parser Swith Orale 93.12 92.84 92.98 92.98 46.8
Maximum Preision Orale 100.00 95.41 97.70 97.65 64.5
Similarity Swithing 89.50 89.88 89.69 89.69 35.3
Distane Swithing 90.24 89.58 89.91 89.91 38.0
Alignment Swithing 90.26 89.63 89.95 89.95 38.3
Bayes Swithing 90.13 89.65 89.89 89.89 38.4
Constituent Voting 92.09 89.18 90.64 90.61 37.0
Alignment and Consensus 92.10 89.15 90.63 90.60 37.0
Naïve Bayes 92.09 89.18 90.64 90.61 37.0
Table 3.18: Summary of Training Set Performane
In this setion we evaluate the models that produed those laims on the 1700
sentenes in the test set.
Table 3.19 shows the results. All of the parsers performed as well on this set as
they did on their original test set. The best parser performed signiantly better on this
than on the original test set. One possible explanation for this is that this set ontains
many sentenes that are systematially easier to parse. This is likely beause these parses
are not randomly partitioned. They were partitioned based on the order in whih they were
published. If, for example, the omplexity of the news varies (and onsequently ontains
simpler sentenes) with respet to time, then we would expet to observe this behavior.
Verifying this hypothesis is beyond the sope of this thesis, however.
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Referene / System P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
Average Individual Parser 87.61 87.83 87.72 87.72 31.6
Best Individual Parser 89.61 89.73 89.67 89.67 35.4
Parser Swith Orale 93.78 93.87 93.82 93.82 48.3
Maximum Preision Orale 100.00 95.91 97.95 97.91 65.6
Similarity Swithing 90.04 90.81 90.43 90.43 36.6
Distane Swithing 90.72 90.47 90.60 90.60 38.4
Alignment Swithing 90.70 90.47 90.59 90.59 38.4
Bayes Swithing 90.78 90.70 90.74 90.74 38.8
Constituent Voting 92.42 90.10 91.26 91.25 37.9
Alignment and Consensus 92.43 90.08 91.26 91.24 37.9
Naïve Bayes 92.42 90.10 91.26 91.25 37.9
Table 3.19: Summary of Test Set Performane
We an push aside the question of baseline performane dierenes between the
dierent testing orpus setions (22 and 23) beause we are more interested in the improve-
ment we an make via ombination than the raw auray numbers. In some sense, if this
dataset (setion 22) is easier to parse, it should be harder to get a gain from ombining
parsers.
The ombining tehniques all perform substantially better on this set, probably
beause the developers (and reviewers of their published works) never investigated it. That
is, the ombining tehniques redue the error rate more on this set than on the previous set.
There was no bias or inentive for performing well on this set, and impliitly training on the
test set (either individually or through peer review) was not investigated. Impliit training
on the test set tends to make the systems similar, beause there exists a strong ompetitive
drive to tune the systems to do at least as well as the other system on whatever metris are
used, rather than to simply perform well at modeling the phenomena in the orpora.
7
The big surprise from this set is that the Alignment Swithing method (that rivaled
Bayes Swithing on the training set) performed very poorly on this set. This is probably
due to exessive experimentation. We investigated many edit distane funtions in building
the algorithm and may have impliitly over-t the training set by making our hoie. This
is a well-known shortoming of the winner-takes-all approah to hoosing between multiple
algorithms during training [75℄. The best algorithm for the training data is not the best
7
Or, stated another way, exessive attention to the media defeats independent thinking.
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algorithm for the test data, and the hallenge is to nd an algorithm that is aurate on
the training data without apturing unique or rare phenomena present in it. Repeated
experimentation to nd a good algorithm for the training data tends to nd algorithms that
model the noise in the training data as well as the underlying phenomena of interest.
Note that on this test set, that had a higher initial auray than the training set
we have still managed to redue the error rates by approximately the same amount using our
best methods (Distane Swithing, Bayes Swithing, Constituent Voting and Naïve Bayes
Hybridization).
Referene / System P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
Best Individual Parser 89.61 89.73 89.67 89.67 35.4
B.I.P. plus Setion 23 89.60 89.76 89.68 89.68 35.7
Table 3.20: Best Individual Test Set Dierenes
As we have mentioned a number of times, the parametri parsers are using more
data than the non-parametri ones. They use the data from setion 23 of the Treebank to
estimate their parameters. In order to be fair, we would like to let the individual parsers train
on this setion when they are being ombined in a non-parametri manner. Unfortunately,
we were only provided with training ode for one of the parsers, namely the Best Individual
Parser. In Table 3.20 we show how well the best individual parser performs on setion 22
when it is given the original orpus versus how it performs when it is additionally given
the setion 23 data for training. Notie that the performane hanges very little. We take
this result to suggest that we are not missing very muh by not being able to perform
the experiment we just desribed. The non-parametri parser is not losing out for lak of
training data for the individual parsers.
Parser Sentenes %
Parser 1 279 16
Parser 2 216 13
Parser 3 1204 71
Table 3.21: Bayes Swithing Parser Usage
Table 3.21 shows how muh the Bayes swithing algorithm uses eah of the parsers
on the test set. Parser 3, the most aurate parser, was hosen 71% of the time, and Parser
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1, the least aurate parser was hosen 16% of the time. Furthermore, the reliane on Parser
3 is not a result of arbitrary tie-breaking. There is very little hane of a tie ever ourring
beause algorithm uses a very ne grained model. Many probabilities are involved in setting
the swith for eah sentene.
3.5.2 Robustness
In the ourse of investigating the ombination of these three parsers, we were not
able to quantify the impat of their relative auraies. These three parsers are all trained
to high auraies, and the preision/reall tradeo is in balane for eah of them. There
exist parsers that perform with very high preision at the expense of reall. Also, there may
be parsers that perform very well on the onstituents that these three parsers get inorret,
but whih are not very good elsewhere.
We have aess to a PCFG-based parser, whih performs rather poorly. In this se-
tion we will explore the sensitivity of our ombining methods to this parser by re-evaluating
the methods using an ensemble of four instead of just three.
Referene / System P R (P+R)/2 F Exat
Average Individual Parser 84.55 80.91 82.73 82.69 24.6
Best Individual Parser 89.61 89.73 89.67 89.67 35.4
Parser Swith Orale 93.92 93.88 93.90 93.90 48.4
Maximum Preision Orale 100.00 96.66 98.33 98.30 69.4
Similarity Swithing 89.90 90.89 90.40 90.39 36.7
Distane Swithing 90.92 90.16 90.54 90.54 37.8
Alignment Swithing 90.94 90.21 90.57 90.57 38.0
Bayes Swithing 90.94 90.70 90.82 90.82 39.1
Constituent Voting 89.78 91.80 90.79 90.78 33.5
Naïve Bayes 92.42 90.10 91.26 91.25 37.9
Alignment and Consensus 95.70 82.82 89.26 88.80 25.7
Table 3.22: Summary of Robust Test Set Performane
Table 3.22 ontains the results of running these algorithms after adding the poor
parser to the set. Observe that the Average Individual Parser baseline has been lowered
signiantly by the addition of this parser. The orales have been aeted a little, and the
Parser Swith Orale shows that in at least two ases the hypothesis produed by the poor
parser best mathed the referene sentene.
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The preision for all of the swithing algorithms exept similarity swithing has
gone up signiantly, but generally those gains are oset by a loss in reall. The exeption
is Bayes swithing whih gains in preision and holds steady in reall, managing an overall
gain whih is not signiant, but whih is indiative that the Bayes model is more robust.
This is not surprising, onsidering that the Bayes model is the only one that uses parameters
indiating how muh to believe eah of the parsers. Overall, though, none of the dierenes
in F measure for the swithing algorithms between this result and the result for three parsers
are signiant.
While the voting results for the ommittee of 3 parsers were a wash, the robustness
results are where the dierent models show their olors. We see that the Alignment and
Consensus tehnique is extremely fragile to its belief that the parsers all perform the same,
and the Constituent Voting tehnique loses a onsiderable amount of preision. An even
more dramati loss is seen if we look at the Exat math measure. It shows that these
models are statistially signiantly dierent (with ondene level > .99), and the two
non-parametri are no longer performing even as well as the Best Individual Parser baseline.
The results of the Bayes methods, as well as onstituent voting and similarity
parser swithing were published by the author in another soure [55℄.
3.6 Conlusions
Parser diversity an be exploited to produe more aurate parsers in many dierent
ways. Our orale experiments suggested there was muh gain to be had on this task, and it
is likely that there is still more.
We gave non-parametri algorithms that perform well at this task, and proved
that under ertain ombining senarios the issue of rossing brakets does not need to be
addressed. We also proved that the entroid-approximating swithing algorithms that are
based on edit distane gave a bounded approximation of the edit distane of the true entroid,
the heapest possible entroid parse in the spae of all parses.
The non-parametri swithing algorithms were almost as resistant to noise as the
parametri algorithms. Non-parametri algorithms are useful in this ase beause parameters
need to be learned from held out data. We would rather not hold out any data during the
training of our individual parsers.
The parametri algorithm we gave for parse hybridization dominates the other
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methods in robustness, but sine it is a very oarse-grained model it performs exatly the
same as the non-parametri algorithms when it is utilized for ombining parsers that all
have the same base auray. It gave us the largest overall redution in preision and reall
errors over the best individual parser, a preision error rate redution of 30% and 6% for
reall. The Bayes parser swithing algorithm was likewise the best for the algorithm for
maximizing the exat sentene auray metri, yielding an absolute gain of 3.7% with the
ombination of four parsers. These gains are eah as signiant as the gains that were made
by eah of these parsers over their previous ompetition.
The parsers we have reated are not pratial in all situations. Running three
parsers will take three times as muh omputer power as one. However, in ases where au-
ray is muh more important than speed, or where omputing resoures are underutilized by
urrent parsing tehnology these methods an be employed. CPU speeds are getting faster,
as well, and mahine memory is getting larger. Many tasks that seemed omputationally
ridiulous a deade ago are now ommon pratie on desktop PCs.
Throughout this hapter we were utilizing the fat that these parsers were reated
independently and would therefore tend to have independently distributed errors (to the
extent that the orpus is noise-free). One should notie that there exists an even better
way to ombine parsers: use parsers with orthogonal, or omplementary error distributions.
There is reason to believe that if one trains a (k + 1)-th to add to an ensemble of k parsers
with some knowledge of the errors those k parsers tend to make, one will get the best
performane gain from the ensemble not by training the (k + 1)-th parser to minimize raw
error on the training set. This will be explored further in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Varying Parsers
In Chapter 3 we showed that parsers that were results of independent human
researh eorts ould be ombined for a boost in auray and a new bound on the ahievable
auray for parsing the Penn Wall Street Journal orpus. It would be muh better for us
to nd an ensemble of parsers whih omplement eah other. The parsers would have to be
the result of a unied researh eort, though, in whih the errors made by one parser were
made a priority target for the developer of another parser.
We would willingly aept ve parsers that eah ahieved only 40% exat sentene
auray as long as they made those errors in suh a way that at least two of the ve were
orret on any given sentene (and the others abstained or were wrong in dierent ways).
We ould ahieve 100% sentene auray simply by seleting the parse that was suggested
by two of the parsers.
In this hapter we will separate the issue of reating omplementary parsers from
the task of reating a parser, with the goal of nding a good method for automating the
task of building omplementary parsers. Our goal is to nd a method to ahieve a parser
performane gain by reating an ensemble of parsers all of whih are produed by the same
parser indution algorithm.
4.1 Task Desription
We will start out with some denitions in order to speify our algorithms as om-
pletely as possible. First, let s = (w1, w2, . . . , wn) be a sentene ontaining n words. We will
represent a parse tree referring to that sentene as t = {(i, j, l) : i, j ∈ {0 . . . n}, j ≥ i, l ∈
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σNT . Here we mean that (i, j) denotes the span of the onstituent by giving the indies
of the start and end points in the sentene. Index 0 is the position prior to the rst word
and index n represents the position after the nal word. The label for the onstituent is
l, and it omes from the set of possible nonterminal labels for the onstituents, σNT . The
onstituents must be properly nested, as well. By that we mean
(∀(ia, ja, la), (ib, jb, lb) ∈ t)(ia ≤ ib ∧ ja ≥ jb) ∨ (ia ≥ ib ∧ ja ≤ jb)
There is traditionally a formal dominane speied when ia = ib and ja = jb, but we are not
inluding that in our model. Typially it just follows simple global rules on the onstituent
labels, suh as onstituents marked as sentenes dominating onstituents marked as verb
phrases in these ases.
Let f : S → T (a funtion speied by an algorithm) be a parser that produes a
tree t ∈ T given the observed sentene s ∈ S. A braketed orpus corpφ ∈ Corpφ, a bag
of examples, an be seen as a funtion from the set of possible examples φ into the whole
numbers, corpφ : φ → N, corpφ, where the number assoiated with a partiular example
denotes the number of times the example appears in the bag. We will typially use the
notation for a olletion instead, though, as it is more straightforward in a number of ases:
corp = 〈(s1, t1), (s2, t2), . . . , (sm, tm)〉. Here there are m samples in the orpus, and some of
the (s, t) entries may be repeated. When not speied, we will be talking about corpS×T , a
braketed parse tree orpus, where S and T will be understood.
An unbraketed orpus an be seen as a projetion of a braketed orpus in suh a
way that the trees are removed:
uncorpS : S → N
uncorp(corp) =
∑
t∈T
corp(s, t)
Alternatively, it is the olletion of si from the (si, ti) pairs of a braketed orpus. The
orpus resulting from applying a parser to an unbraketed orpus uncorpS is the funtion
that an be tabularly speied as
corpS×T = {((s, f(s)), uncorpS(s))}
We will alternatively all this onstrution f • uncorpS. It has a straightforward equivalent
in the olletion notation. Note that at this point we are allowing only deterministi parsers
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to be onsidered. A nondeterministi parser might not produe the same tree eah time it
enounters a partiular sentene.
A parser indution algorithm reates a parser f ∈ F from a orpus of sentenes
and their assoiated trees, corpS×T .
g : CorpS×T → F
The formal statement of our goal is that we want to nd a general method for
using only a single parser indution algorithm g and a single given orpus c to produe a
parser that performs better (makes fewer errors under some metris) than the parser that
is the result of g(c) when possible.
Given Err : Corpφ × Corpφ → R, the ultimate goal of orpus-based parsing is to
nd g∗∗:
g∗∗ = argmin
g
ED[Err(corptest, g(corptrain) • uncorp(corptest))]
where corptest and corptrain are both drawn from the same unknown underlying distribution,
D. For pratial reasons, however, parser indution algorithms typially attempt to minimize
Err(corptrain, g(corptrain) • uncorp(corptrain) beause it is fully observable. However, the
designers keep in mind that they want to be well-dened and useful over the distribution of
possible sentenes, and straightforward memorization of the training orpus is not enough.
Our goal is to try to build an ensemble of parsers Fensemble ⊂ F , eah one reated
using indution algorithm g together with a funtion for ombining their outputs suh that
the omposite parser, f ′, has the following property:
Err(corp, f ′ • uncorp(corp)) ≤ Err(corp, g(corp) • uncorp(corp))
Moreover, we would like
lim
|Fensemble|→∞
Err(corp, f ′ • uncorp(corp)) = min
f ′′∈F
Err(corp, f ′′ • uncorp(corp))
That is, in the limit our tehniques should do as good as any possible parser at parsing the
training orpus. This is reasonable preisely beause of our unertainty about D.
We will desribe two methods for this whih give dierent results and dierent
restritions on the g for whih they are suessful. We will also disuss the omputational
issues involved and some useful side eets.
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4.2 Creating A Diverse Ensemble
We have already seen in Chapter 3 that a set of independently-reated parsers tend
to make independent deisions that an be ombined to redue errors. It an be argued that
the parsers we used were not really independently reated, however, for a number of reasons:
• The parsers were all trained on the same training data.
• The authors onsulted muh of the same linguisti theories in the ourse of their
researh.
• The parsers were seleted beause they were published and publily available. Any
bias in reviewers that makes them tend to aept some papers and not others are
inluded here. For example, the authors are all exellent writers. It ould be the ase,
however unlikely, that the best people at designing parser indution systems are barely
literate or just aademially shy.
• The parsers were all designed by humans. We really have no way to determine what
bias humans bring to the world of designing parser indution systems. Presumably it
is a positive bias, but we annot determine this experimentally without a omparison.
There is a reently-developed statistial tehnique for removing biases and reduing
variane known to the mahine learning ommunity: bagging. We will show that bagging
does perform a diverse ensemble using only a single parser indution algorithm and a single
dataset. Furthermore the ensemble an be ombined for a parsing performane gain.
4.2.1 Bakground: Bagging
Efron and Tibshirani developed methods for estimating statistis desribing a
dataset using a mahine-intensive tehnique alled bootstrap estimation. In short, they
found that they ould redue the systemati biases introdued by many estimation teh-
niques by aggregating estimates that they made on randomly drawn representative resam-
plings of those datasets.
1
That seminal work [36℄ led to Breiman's renement and applia-
tion of their tehniques for mahine learning [11℄. His tehnique is alled bagging, short for
bootstrap aggregating.
1
The representative resamplings were designed to be the same size as the original datasets, and eah
sample was hosen uniformly at random with replaement.
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Bagging attempts to nd a set of lassiers whih are onsistent with the training
data, dierent from eah other, and smoothly distributed suh that the most likely lassier
to be added to the ensemble is the lassier reated based on the training data.
Algorithm 4.1: Bagging Preditors (Breiman, 1996)
Given: training set L = {(yi, xi), i ∈ {1 . . . m}} where yi is the label for example xi,
lassiation indution algorithm Ψ : Y ×X → Φ with lassiation algorithm φ ∈ Φ and
φ : X → Y .
1. Create k bootstrap repliates of L by sampling m items from L with replaement. Call
them L1 . . .Lk.
2. For eah j ∈ {1 . . . k}, Let φj = Ψ(Lj) be the lassier indued using Lj as the training
set.
3. If Y is a disrete set, then for eah xi observed in the test set, yi =
mode〈φj(xi) . . . φj(xi)〉. We are taking yi to be the value predited by the most pre-
ditors, the majority vote.
2
There are two interesting qualitative properties of bagging. First, bagging relies
on the hosen lassier indution algorithm's lak of stability. By this we mean the hosen
algorithm should be easily perturbed. A small hange in the training set should produe a
signiant hange in the resulting lassier. Neural networks and deision trees are examples
of unstable lassier systems, whereas k-nearest neighbor is a stable lassier. Seondly,
bagging is theoretially resistant to noise in the data and bias in the learning algorithm.
Unfortunately it is resistant to bias in the learning algorithm even when that bias is favorable.
In some ases lassier indution algorithms that perform well in isolation an perform poorly
in ensemble for this reason. Empirial results have veried both of these laims [81, 67, 5℄.
4.2.2 Bagging A Parser By Sentenes
In Algorithm 4.2, we give an algorithm that applies the tehnique of bagging to
parsing. Here we are leveraging our previous work on ombining independent parsers to
2
When |Y | = |R|, the regression form of bagging is yi =
∑
j
φj(xi).
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produe the ombined parser. The rest of the algorithm is a straightforward transformation
of bagging for lassiers. Some exploratory work in this vein was desribed in [52℄. Our
work validates their result, and explores alternative formulations.
Algorithm 4.2: Bagging A Parser
Given orpus corp with size m = |corp| =
∑
s,t corp(s, t) and parser indution algorithm g.
1. Draw k bootstrap repliates corp1 . . . corpk of corp eah ontaining m samples of (s, t)
pairs randomly piked from the domain of corp aording to the distribution D(s, t) =
corp(s, t)/|corp|. Eah bootstrap repliate is a bag of samples, where eah sample in
a bag is drawn randomly with replaement from the bag orresponding to corp.
2. Create parser f i = g(corpi) for eah i. Fensemble =
⋃
i{f
i}.
3. Given a novel sentene stest ∈ corptest, ombine the olletion of hypotheses ti =
f i(stest) using the unweighted onstituent voting sheme of Setion 3.3.1.
Uniform Distribution over Sentenes
The rst set of experiments we arried out investigated Algorithm 4.2 as it is
speied. Later we will present results of experiments using modied versions.
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 92.06 92.20 92.13 0.00 55.9 0.0
BestF(80) 96.77 96.43 96.60 4.47 69.6 13.7
Final(81) 96.76 96.42 96.59 4.46 69.7 13.7
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.64 83.50 83.57 0.00 25.1 0.0
TrainBestF(80) 86.94 84.84 85.88 2.31 27.4 2.3
TestBestF(64) 86.98 84.86 85.91 2.34 27.1 2.0
Final(81) 86.95 84.82 85.87 2.30 27.4 2.3
Table 4.1: Bagging a Small Training Set
In Figure 4.1 we see the result of running a bagging experiment using 5000 sentenes
in the training set. These were the rst 5000 sentenes of the Penn Treebank setions 01-
21. The parser indution algorithm we used in all of these experiments of this hapter
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was Collins's model 2 parser [28℄. It produed the best parser we had aess to for the
experiments in Chapter 3, and we were given aess to the ode for training the parser. The
ensemble that was produed for this experiment ontained 81 parsers upon ompletion.
3
The graphs on the left are from the training set, and the ones on the right are from the
test set. The urves in the upper graphs are preision, reall, and F-measure. In the lower
graph the urves represent exat sentene auray. The independent variable for all of these
graphs is the number of bags that are being ombined.
Table 4.1 gives some details from the urves. It gives the values of the various
metris for the rst bag, ombining the rst n generated bags that give the best F-measure,
and ombining all of the bags, all omputed on the training set. The lower entry gives the
same values, along with the hoie an omnisient observer would make for n if it ould look
at the test set.
In the gure we see that on the training set all of our measures inrease, and that
preision inreases only slightly more than reall. On the test set, however, we notie that
reall does not get nearly as large a gain as preision. Also, the exat sentene auray
gain, while signiantly better than the initial state at every point, does not inrease mono-
tonially. These urves also suggest an asymptoti eet: there is not muh more gain to
be had by inreasing the ensemble size.
Uniform Distribution over Constituents
In the previous experiment eah sentene is treated equally important in the train-
ing set by giving it equal weight during resampling. Eah sentene from the training orpus
is not equally informative to the parser indution algorithm, however. Longer sentenes on-
tain more onstituents and lexial items, presenting more potential information for learning
algorithms.
A bagging experiment was performed in whih the distribution over sentenes was
alulated in proportion to their length (slen):
D(s, t) =
slencorp(s, t)∑
s′,t′
s′lencorp(s
′, t′)
In this way we were approximating a distribution that was weighted based on the number of
onstituents in a sentene. The number of onstituents in a parse tree is loosely proportional
3
It is intuitively more reasonable to have an odd number of parsers when possible to eliminate the issue
of breaking ties during onstrution of the nal hypothesis.
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Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 93.07 93.16 93.12 0.00 55.1 0.0
BestF(15) 96.13 95.72 95.93 2.81 62.9 7.8
Final(15) 96.13 95.72 95.93 2.81 62.9 7.8
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.70 83.36 83.53 0.00 24.8 0.0
TrainBestF(15) 85.98 84.50 85.23 1.70 26.7 1.9
TestBestF(13) 86.01 84.48 85.24 1.71 26.5 1.7
Final(15) 85.98 84.50 85.23 1.70 26.7 1.9
Table 4.2: Bagging with a Uniform Distribution over Constituents
to the number of tokens in the sentene to the extent that the valeny of a onstituent
(number of hildren) is onstant.
The results from the experiment is given in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2. When
omparing just the rst 15 parsers from the previous experiment we see that this modiation
performs almost exatly the same. The only signiant dierene is that the parsers from
the previous experiment have a higher exat sentene auray on the training set. Sine
we piked shorter sentenes less often for inlusion in the training sets of the bootstrap
repliates, they were memorized by parsers less often. This explanation looks plausible
beause the observation does not hold on the test set to the same extent.
One interesting (an unexpeted) dierene is that the individual parsers generated
in this way have a higher average training set preision and reall than those of the previous
experiment.
Uniform Distribution over Constituent Possibilities
A tree for an entire sentene is not the smallest-sale measurable deision that a
parser must make. Eah parser an be viewed as ating as a onstrained binary lassier
ating on potential labelled onstituents in the parse. The onstraints ome from the fat
that the set of onstituents for a partiular sentene must form a nested braketing, a tree.
For the purposes of this hapter, however, we will be ignoring the tree onstraints. We will
be using the result from Lemma 3.1 and its onsequenes to allow us to do this.
The number of possible onstituents for a sentene, disregarding struture, is
|σNT |slen(slen+1)
2 where σNT is the set of nonterminals available for annotating onstituents.
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The other fator is the number of possible plaes for a onstituent to begin and end:
slen(slen+1)
2 =
(
slen+1
2
)
. Therefore, to set sentene weights based on the number of possi-
ble onstituents:
D(s, t) =
slen(slen + 1)corp(s, t)∑
s′,t′
s′len(s
′
len + 1)corp(s
′, t′)
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 92.51 92.70 92.60 0.00 50.9 0.0
BestF(20) 95.49 94.80 95.15 2.55 55.4 4.5
Final(20) 95.49 94.80 95.15 2.55 55.4 4.5
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.39 83.24 83.31 0.00 24.4 0.0
TrainBestF(20) 85.98 84.21 85.08 1.77 25.5 1.1
TestBestF(19) 85.96 84.23 85.09 1.78 25.5 1.1
Final(20) 85.98 84.21 85.08 1.77 25.5 1.1
Table 4.3: Bagging with a Uniform Distribution over Constituent Possibilities
Figure 4.3 and Table 4.3 show the results of this experiment. We rst notie that
this set of parsers has lower average performane than those of the previous two setions.
This an be seen in the initial lassier results. While this set of parsers gets a gain that is
lose to the other two, the nal preision and reall on the training set is signiantly lower,
and the nal reall on the test set is low as well. Overall this experiment failed to produe
a better method for ombining bagged parsers.
Experiment: Preferring Shorter Sentenes
It has been observed that hildren learn language by being exposed to simple
sentenes rst [22℄. Also, we have seen that both attempts we have made to weigh sentenes
more heavily based on length has failed to produe better omposite parsers. These two
fats led us to another experiment, motivated by ompletely empirial evidene, in whih
we weight the sentenes suh that shorter sentenes are preferred:
D(s, t) =
corp(s, t)/slen∑
s′,t′
corp(s′, t′)/s′len
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.4. While
bagging these parsers gets a larger gain in both preision and reall than the prior three
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Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 88.99 89.20 89.10 0.00 50.3 0.0
BestF(20) 93.96 91.92 92.93 3.83 54.8 4.5
Final(20) 93.96 91.92 92.93 3.83 54.8 4.5
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 82.79 82.74 82.76 0.00 24.9 0.0
TrainBestF(20) 86.67 83.77 85.19 2.43 26.0 1.1
TestBestF(18) 86.76 83.86 85.29 2.53 26.0 1.1
Final(20) 86.67 83.77 85.19 2.43 26.0 1.1
Table 4.4: Bagging with a Preferene for Shorter Sentenes
experiments, the base auray of these parsers is signiantly lower than before. Put
another way: bagging is more suessful at raising the auray of this poorly biased parser
than it was at raising the auray of the prior parsers that we showed. In general this
is observed in all of the experiments: bagging an make an ensemble of poorly performing
parsers perform well, as long as they an be perturbed by small hanges in the training
orpus.
This is the onlusion of our bagging experiments. We present the results of our
best method in Setion 4.4, where the training set is the entire Treebank.
4.3 Adding a Complementary Parser
Bagging parsers has proved itself to be a suessful tehnique for automatially
reating a diverse ensemble, but the design of an ensemble in whih the parsers are designed
to make omplementary (not just independent) errors remains to been explored. As before,
the only freedom that remains in reating the ensemble is the distribution of the training
data. For experimental purposes the parser indution system g will one again be xed to
a single strategy.
There are two basi ways we an onsider building this ensemble of parsers. First,
we ould divide up the data in some xed strategy, building lassiers out of possibly-
overlapping subsets. If we did this without any randomization this would look very muh like
the ross-validation method of Wolpert [101℄. If we performed this in a purely randomized
way it would look a lot like bagging, disussed above. There is really no other option without
exploring some other intrinsi knowledge of the data. In this setion we assume we have no
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suh knowledge.
The alternative is to sequentially build lassiers, one at a time, adjusting the
sub-orpus we use to produe the next lassier based on the errors that are made by the
ensemble that has been already reated. This is the approah that we take. We add a
k + 1-th lassier to an ensemble of k lassiers by notiing where those k lassiers make
mistakes. This is the general lass of algorithms of whih AdaBoost is an example.
In this setion we will investigate the appliation of the priniples of boosting and
AdaBoost in partiular to the job of reating parsers with omplementary errors.
4.3.1 Bakground: Boosting
The AdaBoost algorithm was presented by Freund and Shapire in 1996 [42, 43℄.
Both authors had performed prior theoretial work on boosting that laked pratial appeal
beause it required knowledge that was not generally available for popular learning algo-
rithms [89, 41℄. The algorithms relied on knowledge of the indutive bias of the underlying
learning algorithm, or required a known ahievable auray be speied.
The AdaBoost algorithm, on the other hand, requires only one thing of its under-
lying learner. It is allowed to abstain from making preditions about some labels, but it
must onsistently be able to get more than 50% auray on the samples that it ommits to
a deision on. That auray is measured over the distribution desribing the importane of
samples that it is given. So, if eah sample is weighted by its importane, the weak learner
must be able to get more orret samples than inorret samples by mass of importane on
those that it labels. This partiular statement of the restrition omes from Shapire and
Singer's study [91℄.
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Algorithm 4.3: AdaBoost (Freund and Shapire, 1997)
Given: Training set L = {(yi, xi), i ∈ {1 . . . m}} where yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the label for example
xi, lassiation indution algorithm Ψ : Y × X → Φ with lassiation algorithm (weak
learner) φ ∈ Φ and φ : X → Y . Initial uniform distribution D1(i) = 1/m. Number of
iterations, T . Counter t = 1.
1. Create Lt by randomly hoosing with replaement m samples from L using distribution
Dt.
2. φt ← Ψ(Lt)
3. Choose αt ∈ R.
4. Adjust and normalize the distribution. Zt is a normalization oeient.
Dt+1(i) =
Dt(i) exp(−αtyiφt(xi))
Zt
5. Inrement t. Quit if t > T .
6. Repeat from step 1.
7. The nal hypothesis is
φboost(x) = sign
∑
t
αtφt(x)
Shapire and Singer extended AdaBoost to desribe how to hoose the hypothesis
mixing oeients in ertain irumstanes, how to inorporate a general notion of on-
dene sores, and also provided a better formulation of theoretial performane [91℄. In
Algorithm 4.3 we show the version of AdaBoost used in their work, as it is the most reent
and mature desription. We show a variant based on resampling, as that is what we use in
our work.
The value of αt should generally be hosen to minimize
∑
i
Dt(i) exp(−αtyiφt(xi))
in order to minimize the expeted per-sample training error of the ensemble, whih Shapire
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and Singer show an be onisely expressed by
∏
t
Zt. Shapire and Singer give several
examples for how to pik an appropriate α, and the moral is that it depends on the possible
outputs of the underlying weak learner.
A few studies have been done omparing bagging and boosting [67, 5, 81℄. Their
onlusions have generally been similar:
• Bagging works in every environment. It rarely produes ensembles worse than isolated
lassiers.
• When boosting works it typially has a muh greater eet than bagging.
• Boosting is extremely sensitive to noise. Any noise or inonsistenies in the orpus get
magnied and the later lassiers obsess over them, fousing the distribution's mass
on them.
• The serial nature of boosting makes it a muh slower proess during training than
bagging beause bagging an exploit the parallelism of modern ubiquitous omputing.
Margineantu and Dietterih used AdaBoost to redue the size of a nearest neighbor
lassier, and also provided a method for weeding weak (or redundant) ensemble members
from the ensemble [72℄. Two separate experimenters investigated the use of AdaBoost using
deision tree indution
4
as weak learners [34, 81℄.
Breiman's Aring (adaptive resampling for lassiation), tehnique is a ompeti-
tor of AdaBoost [12℄. He uses the same general algorithm, but an altered re-weighting
formula. Controlled empirial work omparing the two tehniques nds inomplete dom-
inane, with a slight advantage to AdaBoost if there is any, and AdaBoost's theoretial
properties and reputation give a reason for us to use modiations of it rather than Aring
in our experiments.
There are a few results suggesting that AdaBoost has weaknesses, or at least that
it is not as well understood as theories suggest. Malin's study of the resampling version
of AdaBoost points out that it suers from using only one weight per lassier [66℄. The
later lassiers that are generated are given very little weight even though they perform
exeptionally well on the samples they fous on.
4
Deision trees are hierarhial rule-based lassiers, e.g. a taxonomy, and beyond the sope of this thesis.
See [13, 80℄ for more information.
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Grove and Shuurmans show that the onept of maximizing the minimum margin
does not explain the eay of boosting [49℄. The reators of AdaBoost had previously
provided this theory to explain its eay [90℄. They nd new oeients for ombining
the lassiers reated by AdaBoost in an optimal way, using linear programming, suh that
the minimum margin is maximized on the training data. The result of their experiment is a
system whose training auray is superior to AdaBoost's, but whih surprisingly has worse
generalization ability on test data. In this way they refute the argument that AdaBoost
performs well beause it maximizes the minimum margin on the training set. They also
dispel the rumor of AdaBoost's resistane to over-tting training data in this work. In short,
they empirially refute two standing theoretial arguments for the eay of AdaBoost.
Boosting has been used in a few NLP systems, with positive results. First, Haruno
et al. [53℄ used boosting to produe more aurate lassiers whih were embedded as a
ontrol mehanism in a parser for Japanese. They develop a dependeny parser in whih
a probabilisti lassier is used to give a probability of one bunsetsu modifying another (a
dependeny link). Then, as all Japanese dependeny links point to the left, they use an
O(n2) dynami programming algorithm to produe a parse using dynami programming.
Initially they used a deision tree (similar to Magerman [68℄) as the probabilisti lassier
embedded in this parser, but found they ould get better results by boosting that lassier
using AdaBoost in its original form.
The reators of AdaBoost used it to perform text lassiation [92℄. Abney et
al. [2℄ performed part-of-speeh tagging and prepositional phrase attahment using Ad-
aBoost as a ore omponent. They found they ould ahieve auraies on both tasks that
were ompetitive with the state of the art. There were two interesting side eets of this
study: they found that embedding the preditions of boosted lassiers in a Viterbi-like [98℄
dynami-programming searh algorithm severely degraded performane. Also, they found
that inspeting the samples that were onsistently given the most weight during boosting
revealed some faulty annotations in the orpus. In all of these systems, AdaBoost has been
used as a traditional lassiation system.
4.3.2 Empirial Boosting for Preision
The rst parse boosting algorithm we present is empirially motivated. Preision
is a diult measure to maximize for parsing as pointed out by Goodman [46℄, so we present
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this ad ho algorithm.
Algorithm 4.4: Boosting A Parser
Given orpus corp with size m = |corp| =
∑
s,τ corp(s, t) and parser indution algorithm g.
Initial uniform distribution D1(i) = 1/m. Number of iterations, T . Counter t = 1.
1. Create corpt by randomly hoosing with replaement m samples from corp using dis-
tribution Dt.
2. Create parser ft ← g(corpt).
3. Choose αt ∈ R.
4. Adjust and normalize the distribution. Zt is a normalization oeient. For all i, let
parse tree τ ′i ← ft(si). Let δ(τ, c) be a funtion indiating that c is in parse tree τ ,
and |τ | is the number of onstituents in tree τ . T (s) is the set of onstituents that are
found in the referene or hypothesized annotation for s.
Dt+1(i) =
Dt(i)
∑
c∈T (si)
(α+ (1− α)|δ(τ ′i , c) − δ(τi, c)|)
Zt
5. Inrement t. Quit if t > T .
6. Repeat from step 1.
7. The nal hypothesis is arrived at by ombining the individual onstituents. Eah
parser φt in the ensemble gets vote αt for the onstituents they predit. Any on-
stituents that get stritly more than
1
2
∑
t αt weight is put into the nal hypothesis.
In step 4 of Algorithm 4.4, we are performing a simple AdaBoost on the onstituents
in τ ′i and giving the distribution value for the sentene the sum of the distribution values
that would be realized for the onstituents if they were independently preditable.
In step 3 of the algorithm, we do not speify how to hoose αt. This is what will
vary for our experiments. The rest of the struture an remain the same for boosting, but
the weight we give to various errors in hoosing α will speialize the algorithm.
In order to boost preision, we should redue the weight on those onstituents
that are predited orretly, and leave the weight the same on those onstituents that are
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predited by the parser but whih are not in the referene. This is given in Equation 4.1,
and it follows the form set by Shapire and Singer [91℄ when working with weak learners
that an abstain. In this ase, when the parser does not predit a onstituent should be
in the parse, we say it is abstaining. The numerator is the mass of those onstituents that
were hypothesized but not in the referene parse and the denominator is the mass of those
onstituents that were predited orretly. We give a step-by-step sample derivation of a
tailored α for parsing in Setion 4.3.4.
αp =
∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
(1− δ(τi, c))δ(τ
′
i , c)∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)δ(τ ′i , c)
(4.1)
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 91.67 91.86 91.76 0.00 55.0 0.0
BestF(5) 95.21 94.10 94.65 2.89 51.1 -3.9
Final(21) 95.19 93.73 94.45 2.69 46.0 -9.1
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.85 83.71 83.78 0.00 26.0 0.0
TrainBestF(5) 86.38 83.95 85.15 1.37 26.1 0.1
TestBestF(20) 86.77 83.88 85.30 1.52 25.2 -0.8
Final(21) 86.77 83.88 85.30 1.52 25.2 -0.8
Table 4.5: Boosting Preision
In Figure 4.5 and Table 4.5 we see the results of using this algorithm to boost a
parser based on a training set of 5000 sentenes. In the gure we see that on the test set
the algorithm ahieves signiant inreases in preision. However, both reall and exat
sentene auray is redued as a tradeo.
4.3.3 Boosting for Reall
Boosting the reall of a parser is more theoretially plausible. It seems just like a
lassiation problem. There is a xed set of onstituents in the referene and the goal is to
get as many of them orret as possible.
αr =
∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)(1 − δ(τ
′
i , c))∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)δ(τ ′i , c)
(4.2)
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1
0
2
In Equation 4.2 we show how to alulate αr, the weighing parameter to be used
in boosting reall. The numerator here is the mass on onstituents that are found in the
referene transription but not the hypothesis, and the denominator is the same as we used
for αp.
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 92.11 92.34 92.22 0.00 55.7 0.0
BestF(7) 95.31 94.12 94.71 2.49 50.9 -4.7
Final(21) 95.14 93.47 94.30 2.08 45.2 -10.4
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.73 83.62 83.68 0.00 25.1 0.0
TrainBestF(7) 86.28 84.00 85.13 1.45 25.3 0.2
TestBestF(8) 86.47 83.90 85.17 1.49 25.4 0.3
Final(21) 86.62 83.76 85.17 1.49 25.2 0.1
Table 4.6: Boosting Reall
In Figure 4.6 and Table 4.6 we see the result. It didn't work. We get almost iden-
tial results to those we got during preision boosting. There are two possible explanations
for this. The onstraints on the independene of lassiations ditated by parsing tend to
make a parser predit few possible onstituents beause they must be properly nested with
no rossing braketings. Sine the parser is not allowed to over-generate onstituents and
reate a struture with rossing brakets, it annot reate parsers that err on the side of ex-
essive reall. The seond possibility is similar. Perhaps the parser indution algorithm will
not allow parsers to be made that produe exessive predited onstituents in the training
set. The real answer is probably a mixture of these two possibilities.
4.3.4 Empirial Boosting for F-measure
In Chapter 3 we motivated the use of F-measure for evaluating parsers. It is a
measure of auray as well as balane beause it lies near the lower value of preision
or reall. As a good overall measure of auray it presents a valuable target measure
for minimization during boosting. Let us develop the equations one so the tehnique is
illustrated (and an be validated on the other α omputations).
First, let a be the number of onstituents that are hypothesized by the parser and
are in the referene. Likewise b is the number of onstituents hypothesized by the parser but
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all
1
0
4
not found in the referene and c is the number of onstituents in the referene that were not
hypothesized by the parser. By denition and a little algebra, we see that F = 2a/(2a+b+c).
The little-known E-measure is (1 − F ), and hene E = (b + c)/(2a + b + c). E-measure is
what we want to minimize.
Freund and Shapire suggest that α = ǫ/(1 − ǫ) is a useful way to ompute α,
where ǫ is the error rate of the lassier. Substituting E-measure for ǫ, we get the ad ho
F-measure boosting algorithm. Hene we want α = (b+ c)/2a.
There are more details. First, we want the mass on onstituents instead of their
ount for a, b, and c. Also, we only have distribution values available on a sentene-by-
sentene basis, so the mass of the distribution will have to be proportioned to the onstituents
within a sentene. Observe that we really want
a =
∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)δ(τ
′
i , c)
instead of a simple ount for a. The multiplied δs ensure that the onstituent is in both the
hypothesis and the referene. The distribution value is divided among the |T (si)| potential
onstituents in the sentene. The rest follows, below.
αF =
∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)(1 − δ(τ
′
i , c)) + (1− δ(τi, c))δ(τ
′
i , c)∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)δ(τ ′i , c)
=
∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c) + δ(τ
′
i , c)− 2δ(τi, c)δ(τ
′
i , c)
2
∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)δ(τ ′i , c)
(4.3)
This is an ad ho algorithm beause there is nothing that formally justies that
the boosting proofs work when one substitutes E for ǫ, but the tehniques and priniples of
AdaBoost are present.
In Figure 4.7 and Table 4.7 we see the result of boosting using this value. In the rst
iterations, boosting F-measure is suessful. Why reall on the training set deteriorates is
unlear, though. Also, exat sentene auray deteriorates quikly, without a ompensating
gain in the onstituent auray metris. On both the training and test set we see a large
gain in preision, and the asymptoti eet shown in the test set urves is omforting that
boosting F-measure is not doing anything systematially inorret.
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1
0
6
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 91.85 91.91 91.88 0.00 55.0 0.0
BestF(6) 95.27 94.15 94.71 2.83 50.6 -4.4
Final(21) 95.09 93.42 94.25 2.37 44.5 -10.5
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.75 83.57 83.66 0.00 25.0 0.0
TrainBestF(6) 86.32 83.89 85.08 1.42 25.6 0.6
TestBestF(12) 86.76 83.83 85.27 1.61 25.5 0.5
Final(21) 86.77 83.77 85.24 1.58 25.3 0.3
Table 4.7: Boosting F-measure
4.3.5 Boosting for Constituent Auray
Throughout the boosting disussion we have assumed an underlying model of on-
stituent auray. A potential onstituent an be onsidered orret if it is predited in the
hypothesis and it exists in the referene, or it is not predited and it is not in the refer-
ene. Earlier we made the assertion that potential onstituents that do not appear in the
hypothesis or the referene should not make a big ontribution to the auray omputa-
tion. There are many suh potential onstituents, and if we were maximizing a funtion
that treated getting them inorret the same as getting a onstituent that appears in the
referene orret, we would most likely deide not to predit any onstituents.
Our model of onstituent auray, then, is simple. Eah predition orretly made
over T (s) will be given equal weight. That is, orretly hypothesizing a onstituent in the
referene will give us one point, but a preision or reall error will ause us to miss one point.
Constituent auray is then a/(a+ b+ c), where a is the number of onstituents orretly
hypothesized, b is the number of preision errors and c is the number of reall errors.
Equation 4.4 shows how to ompute αca for the measure we have desribed. It is
interesting to note that (omparing to Equation 4.3) αF = 2αca, even though the motivation
used to arrive at the dierent formulae was ompletely dierent. The onstant fator of 2
makes a dierene in the performane of the algorithms, as the experiment shows.
αca =
∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c) + δ(τ
′
i , c)− 2δ(τi, c)δ(τ
′
i , c)∑
i
D(i)
|T (si)|
∑
c∈T (si)
δ(τi, c)δ(τ ′i , c)
(4.4)
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Figure 4.8: Boosting Constituent Aura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Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 91.76 91.89 91.83 0.00 55.4 0.0
BestF(10) 95.86 95.16 95.51 3.68 56.1 0.8
Final(21) 95.84 95.16 95.50 3.67 55.8 0.4
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.55 83.54 83.54 0.00 25.3 0.0
TrainBestF(10) 86.50 84.15 85.31 1.77 26.1 0.7
TestBestF(9) 86.54 84.17 85.34 1.80 26.1 0.8
Final(21) 86.55 84.16 85.34 1.80 26.0 0.7
Table 4.8: Boosting Constituent Auray
We see from Figure 4.8 and Table 4.8 that boosting onstituent auray is the most
suessful of our boosting attempts. This is likely the result of a reasonable deomposition
of the problem into a binary lassiation. We are not over-weighing orret onstituents,
nor over-weighing our errors. In the exat sentene auray graphs we one again see
that boosting trades o exat sentene auray for small gains in preision and reall.
Furthermore, there is very little movement in the model after the twelfth iteration. That is
beause like the other boosted versions, the ondene or voting weights given to the parsers
produed in the later iterations are naturally small. This problem is disussed below.
As this is our best boosting version, when unspeied data is analyzed in the
following setions, it omes from the result of this system.
4.3.6 Violating The Weak Learning Criterion
As mentioned earlier in this hapter, AdaBoost has one requirement of the indu-
tion algorithm. It must fous on the mass. In the ase of boosting for onstituent auray,
we an detet when the parser indution algorithm fails to be a weak learner in the same way
that Freund and Shapire detet it for binary lassiation [43℄. When the training error
under the distribution exeeds 0.5 we an say with ertainty that the lassier indution
algorithm did not have the weak learning property. Similarly, when boosting for onstituent
auray gets fewer onstituent inlusion deisions orret than 0.5 of the mass we an say
it has failed.
We deteted that the learner exhibited this property after only 10-12 iterations.
Breiman proposed a solution or work-around for this, however [12℄. He suggests to dispose
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of the faulty lassier and restart with the original distribution when the learner gets stuk
in this situation.
Baking O to Bagging
Sine we are performing resampling on our orpus restarting with the original
distribution is the same as reating a new bootstrap repliate during boosting. We say
that bagging is our bak-o strategy in this ase. In ounting iterations, we will inlude the
iteration that fails to exhibit the weak learning tehnique, but we will not inlude that parser
in the ensemble. We are disposing of the parser, but inluding it when we ount iterations
beause we have paid the omputational prie of developing a parser in that iteration.
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 91.79 92.08 91.94 0.00 55.4 0.0
BestF(19) 96.32 95.71 96.01 4.07 59.0 3.6
Final(21) 96.32 95.69 96.00 4.06 58.6 3.2
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.49 83.45 83.47 0.00 24.7 0.0
TrainBestF(19) 86.90 84.26 85.56 2.09 25.8 1.1
TestBestF(21) 86.93 84.31 85.60 2.13 25.8 1.2
Final(21) 86.93 84.31 85.60 2.13 25.8 1.2
Table 4.9: Baking O to Bagging (21)
In Figure 4.9 and Table 4.9 we show the eet of baking o to bagging on the rst
21 iterations of boosting. In these iterations, the algorithm baked o to bagging only one,
immediately after iteration 13. We an see from the top two graphs that this produes the
desired preision and reall results on both the training and test sets. The exat sentene
auray urves, however, display the ght between the basi tendenies of bagging and
boosting. Bagging tends to make exat sentene auray get better, and boosting tends to
make it worse
5
.
In Figure 4.10 and Table 4.10 we show the eet of baking o to bagging on 81
repliates. Here we an better see the stairase eet of bagging ombined with the tapering
gains of boosting.
5
Reall that boosting does not attempt to maximize exat sentene auray exept as a side eet of
maximizing preision or reall.
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Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 97.07 97.30 97.18 NA 73.3 NA
Initial 91.79 92.08 91.94 0.00 55.4 0.0
BestF(73) 96.72 96.09 96.40 4.46 60.6 5.2
Final(81) 96.70 96.05 96.37 4.43 59.6 4.2
Test Original Parser 86.03 85.43 85.73 NA 28.6 NA
Initial 83.49 83.45 83.47 0.00 24.7 0.0
TrainBestF(73) 87.04 84.32 85.66 2.19 26.4 1.7
TestBestF(59) 87.09 84.43 85.74 2.27 26.4 1.8
Final(81) 87.11 84.37 85.72 2.25 26.4 1.7
Table 4.10: Baking O to Bagging
4.3.7 Eets of Noisy or Inonsistent Training Data
Deteting Violations of the Weak Learner Criterion
The parser we worked with was not a weak learner. This was disovered after most
of the boosting experiments were performed. It was noted that the distribution beame
very skewed as boosting ontinued. Inspetion of the sentenes that were getting muh
mass plaed upon them revealed that their weight was being boosted in every iteration.
The hypothesis was that the parser was simply unable to learn them.
In order to test this hypothesis, we built 39,832 parsers, one for eah sentene in
our training set. Eah of these parsers was trained on only a single sentene
6
and evaluated
on the same sentene. In doing this we found that a full 4764 (11.2%) of these sentenes
ould not be parsed orretly. The parser did not have the weak learner property for this
dataset.
Data Trimming
In order to evaluate how well boosting worked with a weak learner, we removed
those sentenes in the orpus that ould not be memorized in isolation by the parser. We
reran the best boosting experiment (boosting for onstituent auray) on the entire Tree-
bank minus the troublesome sentenes. The results are in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.11. When
omparing to the results using the entire Treebank, we notie that this dataset gets a muh
larger gain. The initial auray, however, is muh lower. We onlude that the boosting
6
The sentene was repliated 10 times to avoid poor probability estimates.
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algorithm did perform better here, but the parser was learning useful information in those
sentenes that it ouldn't memorize that was applied to the test set.
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 96.25 96.31 96.28 NA 64.7 NA
Initial 94.60 94.68 94.64 0.00 62.2 0.0
BestF(8) 97.38 97.00 97.19 2.55 63.1 0.9
Final(15) 97.00 96.17 96.58 1.94 55.0 -7.2
Test Original Parser 88.73 88.54 88.63 NA 34.9 NA
Initial 87.43 87.21 87.32 0.00 32.6 0.0
TrainBestF(8) 89.12 87.62 88.36 1.04 32.8 0.2
TestBestF(6) 89.07 87.77 88.42 1.10 32.9 0.4
Final(15) 89.18 87.19 88.18 0.86 31.7 -0.8
Table 4.11: Boosting the Stable Corpus
In this manner we managed to lean our dataset to the point that the parser ould
learn eah sentene in isolation. We annot blame the orpus-makers for the sentenes that
ould not be memorized, however. The parser's model just would not aommodate them,
for better or for worse.
7
The question of the existene of inonsistent annotation arises. There may be
sentenes in the orpus that an be learned by the parser indution algorithm in isolation
but not in onert. For example, they ould ontain oniting information. Finding these
sentenes would lead us to a better understanding of the quality of our orpus, and give an
idea for where improvements in annotation quality an be made.
Informative Simulation (Gedanken Experiment)
We will rst investigate a noisy dataset by simulation to get a feel for how susep-
tible boosting is to inonsisteny. Imagine a strange dataset whih onsists of only three
samples. Two of the samples have idential features, but inonsistent labels. The third
sample is ompletely dierent. We are ompletely simplifying the onept of a noisy dataset
in this way but we will empirially witness the eetiveness of boosting a lassier trained
on this dataset. The rst assumption is that the weak learner an always learn the onsis-
tently labelled sample. Also, it an learn to predit the label of one of the two inonsistently
7
Some of the annotation for sentenes we threw out looked questionable, but we annot distinguish them
in any prinipled manner from those that were simply too omplex for the parsing model.
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Figure 4.11: Boosting the Stable Corpus
1
1
5
labelled samples. It annot predit both as that is ompletely useless, and ties must be
broken in some deterministi way.
Sample Weight Weighted
Iteration (a,-1) (a,1) (b,1) Error exp(α)
1 1/3 1/3* 1/3 1/3 1/2
2 1/4* 1/2 1/4 1/4 1/3
3 1/2 1/3* 1/6 1/3 1/2
4 3/8* 1/2 1/8 3/8 3/5
5 1/2 2/5* 1/10 2/5 2/3
6 5/12* 1/2 1/12 5/12 5/7
Table 4.12: Simulation: Boosting an Inonsistent Dataset
In Table 4.12 we see the result of our simulation. We are onsidering how the
weights hange on three sample data points from a orpus, {(a,-1),(a,1),(b,1)}. In eah it-
eration, we mark the sample that is by neessity predited inorretly by the lassier with
an asterisk. The Weighted Error Column shows the overall error of the orpus, as weighted
by the distribution. The rightmost olumn gives the vale of the distribution updating pa-
rameter. When the value is larger, orretly predited samples are redued in weight more
during boosting.
The rst thing to note in the table is that the weights on our inonsistent examples
inreases and the weight on the easily learned example dereases. The eet is so strong
that in the limit, all of the weight would be foused on the inonsistent examples. Seondly,
the examples didn't present any problem for the weak learner. In every ase it was able to
produe a lassier with an error less than 1/2. In the limit, though, the error rate will go
to 1/2, as all of the weight is foused on the inonsistent samples.
Empirial Evidene of Noise
Thought experiments an give some theoretial insights into phenomena of interest,
but only data analysis an provide real evidene to ground the insights in the real world.
To aquire experimental evidene of noisy data, we inspeted the distributions that
were used during boosting. We expeted to see the distribution beome very skewed if there
is noise in the data, or remain uniform with slight utuations if it is doing a good job of
tting the data.
In Figure 4.12 we see how the boosting weight distribution hanges. This was the
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Figure 4.12: Weight Change During Boosting
weight during a training run using a orpus of 5000 sentenes. We rank the sentenes by
the weight they are given by the distribution, and sort them in dereasing order by weight
along the x-axis. The samples were then plaed into bins eah ontaining an equal number
of samples, and the average mass of samples in the bin is reported on the y-axis. The labels
of the urves on this graph orrespond to iterations of a boosting run. We used 1000 bins
for this graph, and a log sale on the x-axis. Sine there were 5000 samples, all samples
initially had a y-value of 0.0002.
There are a ouple interesting things shown in this graph. The left endpoints of
the lines move from bottom to top in order of boosting iteration. The distribution beomes
monotonially more skewed as boosting progresses. Seondly we see by the last iteration
that most of the weight is foused on less than 100 samples. Also the highest weight appears
to be onverging at this point, suggesting that there is some asymptoti eet taking plae.
In all, this graph suggests there is noise in the orpus.
In Setion 4.5 we desribe the inonsistenies of the data in more detail.
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4.4 Evaluation
For pratial reasons, many of the experiments we performed earlier in this hapter
were working with a training set of only 5000 sentenes instead of the full Treebank training
set whih is nearly 8 times that size. Boosting in partiular is a very omputationally
expensive proedure beause it requires the parsers to be reated in a serial manner, and a
omplete re-parsing of the training set in eah iteration. Bagging on the other hand does
not use a feedbak loop. The training set is resampled, and the learning algorithm is simply
run one for eah parse. No re-parsing of the training set is required.
In this setion we will show the results of the best parser diversiation algorithms
when they are run using the entire training portion of the Treebank. When we refer to
bagging, we are using simple bagging, with a uniform distribution over sentenes. When
we refer to boosting, we are using boosting for onstituent auray with baking-o to
boosting when the parser displays non-weak learner behavior.
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 96.25 96.31 96.28 NA 64.7 NA
Initial 93.61 93.63 93.62 0.00 55.5 0.0
BestF(15) 96.16 95.86 96.01 2.39 62.1 6.6
Final(15) 96.16 95.86 96.01 2.39 62.1 6.6
Test Original Parser 88.73 88.54 88.63 NA 34.9 NA
Initial 88.43 88.34 88.38 0.00 33.3 0.0
TrainBestF(15) 89.54 88.80 89.17 0.79 34.6 1.3
TestBestF(13) 89.55 88.84 89.19 0.81 34.7 1.4
Final(15) 89.54 88.80 89.17 0.79 34.6 1.3
Table 4.13: Bagging the Treebank
In Figure 4.13 and Table 4.13 we see the results for bagging. On the training set
all of the auray measures are improved, and on the test set there is lear improvement
in preision and reall. The improvement on exat sentene auray for the test set is
signiant, but only marginally so. The dip on the test set urves after iteration number
two is due to a tie-breaking issue. The seond of the training set parsers was the hosen
leader for this iteration. It is suggestive of an unluky resampling of the data for that
iteration.
The overall gain ahieved on the test set by bagging was 0.8 units of F-measure, but
beause the entire orpus is not used in eah bag the initial performane is approximately
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Figure 4.13: Bagging the Treebank
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1
9
0.2 units below the best previously reported result. The net gain by this tehnique is 0.6
units of F-measure, whih we show in the next setion is lose to the amount that is ahieved
by doubling the training set size from 20000 to approximately 40000 sentenes. The gain
we are reporting is umulative above the gain that is ahieved with the larger orpus.
Our bagging performane inreases have not levelled o by the nal iteration, as
well. Beause of onstraints on omputational resoures and time we did not extend the
experiment longer, but we would expet to see more gains from the proess it were.
Set Instane P R F Gain Exat Gain
Training Original Parser 96.25 96.31 96.28 NA 64.7 NA
Initial 93.54 93.61 93.58 0.00 54.8 0.0
BestF(15) 96.21 95.79 96.00 2.42 57.3 2.5
Final(15) 96.21 95.79 96.00 2.42 57.3 2.5
Test Original Parser 88.73 88.54 88.63 NA 34.9 NA
Initial 88.05 88.09 88.07 0.00 33.3 0.0
TrainBestF(15) 89.37 88.32 88.84 0.77 33.0 -0.3
TestBestF(14) 89.39 88.41 88.90 0.83 33.4 0.1
Final(15) 89.37 88.32 88.84 0.77 33.0 -0.3
Table 4.14: Boosting the Treebank
In Figure 4.14 and Table 4.14 we see the results for boosting. The rst thing to
notie is that the noth in all the graphs at iteration 13 omes from the boosting algorithm
baking o to bagging on that iteration. Seondly, we see a large plateau in performane
from iterations 5 through 12. Beause of their low auray and high degree of speialization,
the parsers produed in these iterations had little weight during voting and had little eet
on the umulative deision making.
As in the bagging experiment, it appears that there would be more preision and
reall gain to be had by reating a larger ensemble. Again, and more than in the bagging
experiment, time and resoure onstraints ditated our ensemble size.
In the table we see that the boosting algorithm equaled bagging's test set gains in
preision and reall. The initial performane for boosting was lower, though. We annot
explain this, and expet it is due to unfortunate resampling of the data during the rst
iteration of boosting. Exat sentene auray, though, was not signiantly improved on
the test set.
Overall, we prefer bagging to boosting for this problem when raw performane is
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Figure 4.14: Boosting the Treebank
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the goal. There are some side eets of boosting that are useful in other respets, though,
whih we explore in Setion 4.5.
4.4.1 Eets of Varied Dataset Size
To put the gains from bagging and boosting in perspetive, as well as to give a
better understanding of the problem, we examined the eet that varying training orpus
size has on the performane of the indued parser. Sine labelling a orpus is the largest
soure of human labor (and onsequently ost) required for building a supervised stohasti
parser, this is an important issue when porting parsing tehniques to new languages and
new annotation shemes.
Single Parser Training Curves
We suspet our parser diversiation tehniques are better than just adding more
data to the training set. While we annot test this fairly without hiring more annotators
we an extrapolate from how well the parser performs using various-sized training sets to
deide how well it will perform on new data. If the eet of training size was unpreditable
or reated training urves that are not smooth, then this tehnique an say nothing either
way about the question. That is not the ase, however. We see that performane inreases
toward an asymptote that is far less than the performane inrease we see from bagging and
boosting.
The training urves we present in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.15 suggest that roughly
doubling the orpus size in the quantity we are working with (10000-40000 sentenes) gives
a test set F-measure gain of approximately 0.70. Bagging ahieved signiant gains of
approximately 0.60 over the best reported previous F-measure without adding any new
data. In this respet, these tehniques show promise for making auray gains on large
orpora without adding more data or new parsers. Boosting gave a signiant gain as well,
but as we disussed it was subjet to the problems aused by a noisy orpus.
A seond observation an be made about how well parsers an perform based on
small amounts of data. They perform surprisingly well. Looking at training set sizes of
1000 sentenes and less gives us the urves in 4.16. These oer a suggestion as to why
the extremely omplex parsing model of Hermjakob and Mooney [56℄ an perform so well
with suh a small quantity of data. It was not previously known that Collins's parser (whih
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Figure 4.16: Eets of Varying Training Corpus Size (1000 Sentenes and Less)
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Set Sentenes P R F Exat
50 67.57 32.15 43.57 5.4
100 69.03 56.23 61.98 8.5
500 78.12 75.46 76.77 18.2
1000 81.36 80.70 81.03 22.9
5000 87.28 87.09 87.19 34.1
10000 89.74 89.56 89.65 41.0
20000 92.42 92.40 92.41 50.3
T
r
a
i
n
i
n
g
39832 96.25 96.31 96.28 64.7
50 68.13 32.24 43.76 4.7
100 69.90 54.19 61.05 7.8
500 78.72 75.33 76.99 19.1
1000 81.61 80.68 81.14 22.2
5000 86.03 85.43 85.73 28.6
10000 87.29 86.81 87.05 30.8
20000 87.99 87.87 87.93 32.7
T
e
s
t
i
n
g
39832 88.73 88.54 88.63 34.9
Table 4.15: Eets of Varying Training Corpus Size
uses an extremely knowledge-impoverished model by omparison) performs this well on suh
small amounts of training data.
Data Loss from Seletive Resampling
We validated that the observations of Malin [66℄ held in our boosting system. The
orpora resampled during boosting ontained many fewer types of sentenes. By this we
mean unique sentenes. Sine the resampled version has no way to suggest weights to the
parser indution algorithm other than by repeated insertion into the training set, the more
skewed a distribution beomes the fewer types of sentenes are seen in it.
The importane of this is in the evaluation of novel events suh as novel words.
Head-passing parsers naturally rely on rare words seen in the training orpus to predit how
the words interat in novel situations. With few types of sentenes in our training set, the
parsers will not have adequately informed models for novel words.
In Figure 4.17 we see the number of unique sentenes in the resampled orpora
during boosting. The upper urve is the number of types in the orpora during boosting
with bak-o to bagging. We see that when boosting baks o at iteration 12 the number
of types returns to the original high value. Prior to that the value had been ut in half.
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Figure 4.17: Unique Sentene Types During Boosting
As we've seen earlier this suggests a hit of approximately 0.70 units of F-measure based on
orpus size redution alone. The lower urve represents boosting operating on the stable
orpus, the one in whih eah sentene ould be memorized. The weak learner riterion
holds muh better here and the boosting algorithm does not bak o to restarting with a
new bag. Unfortunately though, in this ase the types of sentenes in the training samples
ontinues to dwindle as the parsers beome exeedingly spei.
As a omparison, the bagging orpora will onsistently have the same number of
sentene types, and that number will math the leftmost point on the urves shown.
There is no known general solution to this problem.
4.5 Corpus Quality Control
In Appendix A we show some seleted trees from among the top 100 most heavily
weighted trees at the end of 15 iterations of boosting the stable orpus. In isolation, Collins's
parser is able to learn any one of these strutures, but the presene of oniting information
prevents it from getting 100% auray on the set.
Boosting's sensitivity to noise is exemplied by these sentenes, but the side eet
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is that we an use the algorithm to perform quality ontrol. We an weed out these sentenes
as we tried in one of our experiments or suggest to the annotators that they be orreted.
There is one way in whih these annotations might not be errors. Parsers typially
at by treating eah sentene independently. In some ases diering interpretations an be
assigned to one sentene based on surrounding sentenes alone. Consider:
A She left her binoulars at home.
She saw the boy with binoulars.
B She saw the boy with binoulars.
He asked to borrow her binoulars, as he had none.
In situation A, we prefer to think that the boy must have the binoulars, whereas in situation
B we prefer to think that she used the binoulars for seeing him.
Within the top 100 sentenes, there were also some trees that did not appear to
have obvious problems. There may be several auses for these:
• The boosting algorithm was prematurely stopped. It had not yet found a distribution
that would suggest the parser does not possess the weak learner riterion. These
sentenes ould have fallen down in weight during the remaining boosting iterations.
• The sentenes may expose further inadequaies of the parser.
• There ould be an overabundane (majority) of inorretly annotated trees further
down in the ranking by weight that would prevent the parser from annotating the
sentenes orretly.
4.6 Conlusions
We have shown two method for automatially reate ensembles of parsers that
produe better parses than any individual in the ensemble, bagging and boosting. We
have studied several alternative speializations of these algorithms as well. None of the
algorithms exploit any speialized knowledge of the underlying parser indution algorithm
(weak learner), and we have restrited the data used in reating the ensembles to a single
training set to avoid issues of training data quantity aeting the outome.
Our best bagging system ahieved onsistently good performane on all metris,
inluding exat sentene auray. It resulted in a statistially signiant F-measure gain of
0.6 units in omparison to the best previously known individual parsing result.
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To put the gain in perspetive, we studied the eet of training set size on our
underlying weak learner. Reduing the orpus to one half of it urrent size aused a loss
of approximately 0.7 units of F-measure, and reduing it to one quarter of its original size
resulted in a loss of 1.6 units of F-measure. This allowed us to laim that given the amount
of training data we have, the bagging algorithm is as eetive at inreasing F-measure as
doubling the orpus size. Clearly this is an inentive for utilizing this method, beause even
though it is omputationally expensive to reate many parsers, the ost is far outweighed by
the opportunity ost of hiring humans to annotate 40000 sentenes. With the ever inreasing
performane of modern hardware, we expet the eonomi basis for using ensemble will
ontinue to improve.
The study of the eet of training set size on parser auray is in itself a ontri-
bution of this hapter. It is surprising (and previously unknown) that 90% of the auray
of the parser we used an be ahieved by using a training set of only 1000 sentenes.
Our boosting system fared well. It also performed signiantly better than the
best previously known individual parsing result. However, it did not math the performane
of bagging. We suspet several reasons for this, whih we have explored and desribed.
We have shown how to exploit the distribution used in the boosting algorithm to
unover inonsistenies in the orpus we are using. We have presented a semi-automated
tehnique for doing this, as well as many examples from the Treebank that are suspiiously
inonsistent. This an be used in many settings for leaning orpora that are suspeted of
having inonsistent annotations, espeially when the underlying phenomena in the orpus
are not diretly observable. In our ase, the individual deisions made in parsing were
not diretly observable in the orpus beause mathing their patterns is a ombinatorially
expensive task.
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Chapter 5
Conlusions
In this thesis we have studied ombination tehniques for the task of natural lan-
guage parsing.
The inentives for pursuing this work were threefold. We wanted to determine new
bounds on the ahievable performane for parsers trained on the Penn Treebank orpus. We
wanted to ompare how well automated methods for varying parsers ould fare ompared to
independent researh eorts. Finally, we wanted to explore the issues involved in developing
ombination tehniques for strutured data instead of simple lassiation.
Failitation of this thesis ame from the existene of multiple systems whih were
all reated to address the same task. Tehnologial development naturally produes many
systems in this way. This was not a unique situation.
We have shown that independent human researh provides us with systems that an
be readily ombined for large redutions in error. We have given supervised and unsupervised
algorithms for the task, and haraterized the situations in whih eah are useful.
5.1 Humans v. Mahine
In Chapter 3 we presented results on how well the produts of human researh an
be ombined, and in Chapter 3 we determined how well automated tehniques an produe
diverse systems for ombination. A summary of our ndings are in Table 5.1. All of the
tehniques we show performed signiantly better than the best individual parser. The
non-parametri systems for ombining the results of the human researhers gave far better
results than the automated methods for diversifying a single parser. This is good news for
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researhers, and generally not surprising. Independent researh eorts produe more diverse
systems than urrent automated diversiation algorithms an produe.
Remember that the boosting and bagging results were trying to produe omple-
mentary systems, whereas the humans were simply produing independent ones, only driving
toward the goal of higher auray. This shows that humans are still better at produing sys-
tems to be ombined by oinidene than automated diversiation tasks an do by design.
Clearly there is plenty of room for progress on produing better automated diversiation
algorithms.
Referene / System P R F Exat
Average Individual Parser 87.14 86.91 87.02 30.8
Best Individual Parser 88.73 88.54 88.63 35.0
Distane Swithing 90.24 89.58 89.91 38.0
Constituent Voting 92.09 89.18 90.61 37.0
Boosting Initial 88.05 88.09 88.07 33.3
Boosting 89.37 88.32 88.84 33.0
Bagging Initial 88.43 88.34 88.38 33.3
Bagging 89.54 88.80 89.17 34.6
Table 5.1: Comparison of Human and Automated Systems
5.2 Future Work
There are a few diretions for future work based on this thesis. The three aspets:
bound on ahievable result for parsing, ombining tehniques for independently produed
systems, and automated diversiation of a single system are eah tasks that an be extended
in useful ways.
It would be good servie to the ommunity to keep the bounds that were derived
in this work urrent. As new parsers appear the bound should be reevaluated to determine
how muh progress is being made on parsing as a task. Also, parsers are starting to produe
more ompliated linguisti struture suh as traes. They should be inorporated into
the ombining task as the beome prevalent. Maintenane of this sort is a servie that
an be provided at little ost if the parsers an be trained from data and the individual
experimenters are areful not to train on dierent parts of the orpus.
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There are other natural language proessing tasks that ould potentially bene-
t from more attempts at ombining systems addressing them. Anaphora resolution and
oreferene are two tasks that are maturing to the point where there are multiple indepen-
dent systems addressing them. Tasks introdued in the Message Understanding Conferenes
(MUC) evaluations all have multiple systems available, and they ould be ombined for bet-
ter bounds for those tasks. Data sparseness is an issue there, though. The systems used in
those tasks have not had ontrolled training and test datasets, though. Some of the systems
have been trained on an order of magnitude more data than others. This is an issue that
will need to be addressed.
The strutural dierene of those systems will present unique hallenges as well.
Parsing and mahine translation [40℄ have both required some eort to deal with the in-
terdependene of preditions, and determining what substrutures an be ombined with
voting. Work in natural language proessing is moving toward more strutural data suh as
these.
The result given in this hapter is that algorithms are not urrently available for
building diverse systems that are as independent as the systems reated by humans. This
points at what is probably the most open problem: reating mahine learning algorithms
that an produe systems as diverse as human reativity. This may look like an AI-omplete
problem, but working on a spei task and leveraging on previous work in the eld ould
make it possible.
Automating the proess of reating diverse indution systems is a goal along the
path in pursuit of the larger task we desribed, automating the proess of sienti inferene,
experimentation, and disovery. Continuing to produe (and understand) systems that are
apable of utilizing other systems will produe results that will be diretly appliable to the
larger task.
A ontinuing problem in experimentation in automating diversiation of state of
the art systems is that omputational resoures (time and spae) are in more demand than
in developing or utilizing a single system. In partiular, the iterative proess of boosting
was expensive and required the reation of a parallel distributed implementation of the
underlying parser in order to make it feasible. There are systems issues here that ould
be addressed, and pratial onerns will limit how omplex the automated diversiation
algorithms an beome.
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We hope this thesis has shown that there are interesting issues involved in om-
bining systems that indue strutural linguisti annotation. Furthermore, we have shown
that the task is useful in providing bounds on ahievable performane as well as ahieving
better performane. We have shown also that side eets of diversiation an be used to
nd questionable orpus annotation. We hope we have started a line of researh that will
ontinue to be pursued and ontinue to prove itself fruitful.
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